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PREF7-ICE

The Nuclear Science and Technology Branch Report is an annual
technical report dealing with work done in a twelve month period ending
on September 30th of each year.

The report is issued in several volumes, each recording the technical
effort within broad areas of responsibility as follows:

AAEC/PR42-P Power and Energy Program
AAEC/PR42-U Uranium Fuel Cycle Program
AAEC/PR42-N Nuclear Science and Applications Program
AAEC/PR42-D Divisional Research
AAEC/PR42-S Site Management Program

The contributions to each report are made by Research Divisions,
Research Sections, and Site Management Departments where appropriate.
Wherever possible the names of staff responsible for each project are
indicated.

K.H. TATE
Controller, Site Information services
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Outline of Program

During 1974/75, the Power and Energy Program broadened to encompass
studies not only of fission energy utilisation, but also of other energy re-
sources and thwir conversion to secondary energy forms, such as electricity.
Particular attention has been paid to the development of an information
system on energy resources and their utilisation. Emphasis is on ready
access to data and up-to-date information on trends in the nuclear industry
viewed against a backdrop of changing circumstances in the whole energy in-
dustry. Stemming from such energy studies, information papers on the energy
needs of mankind and the problems of energy accounting in national nuclear
power programs have been prepared.

In the field of fission reactors, stress has been placed on reactor
safety studies. By undertaking a wide range of critical reviews, staff have
been encouraged to seek c»ut problems that are within reasonable scope of
available resources but tending into new areas. For example, thermohydraulic
studies have moved towards the study of transient conditions, particularly
those which have relevance to loss-of-coolant accidents. More effort has been
devoted to reactor reliability studies which, together with reactor safety
studies, have been, directed to an assessment of the US Reactor Safety Study
produced by a team led by Professor Rasmussen. Specific projects have been
undertaken for the Commission's Licensing & Regulatory Bureau; this associat-
ion is expanding.

Controlled thermonuclear fusion research, up to the present, has been
undertaken mostly in Australian universities. The groups involved met with
Commission officers in 1975 to consider how best to plan for further
Australian involvement in this field. A cooperative program is being devel-
oped for later Comnission consideration.

The Program itself has been rearranged and is now divided into four
fields instead of five as previously. The changes were made to rationalise
the Program and to make it easier to schedule new projects. The new divis-
ions are:

Field 1 - Energy Resources; Availability, Utilisation and Impacts

Information and data are being collected on all energy resources to
place their disposition, availability and utilisation in perspective. World
and Australian energy systems are analysed and assessments are made of the
current situation oJ: nuclear power in broad technical and economic terms.
Growth patterns, economic trends and technical developments in conventional,
nuclear and alternative energy forms are studied. Investigations are under-
taken on the ecological and environmental impacts of energy conversion and
supply, and a watch is kept on political and social attitudes which may in-
fluence energy use.

Field 2 - Fission Reactors; Performance, Operation and Safety

The main aim is to provide a base of scientific and technical competence
which is drawn upon for tasks within the scope of the Power & Energy Program
in particular, and fcr tasks requiring such basic competence in other
Commission programs from time to time. The performance, safety and environ-



mental impact of nuclear reactor operation are covered by studying nuclear,
materials, chemical, thermal, hydraulic, fuel, electrical and structural
aspects. This field covers studies of operation of all fission power reactor
systems, including thermal and fast reactors, nuclear propulsion and nuclear
orocess heat systems.

Field 3 - Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion Systems

Work within this field aims to provide growing scientific and technical
competence in relation to physics, materials and engineering of fusion systems.
Work is being undertaken in association with Australian universities. Over-
seas programs in fusion science and technology are reviewed and assessed.

Field 4 - Alternative Energy Systems

This field is designed to cover relevant research and investigations of
non-nuclear energy forms to provide essential background to the Power & Energy
program. Included are some preliminary investigations into new techniques for
exploiting solar energy and for energy storage. Advances in solar sea power,
high temperature topping cycles, magnetohydrodynamic systems and the manu-
facture of substitute fuels such as hydrogen will be studied as ideas become
available.

1.2 Power S Energy Information

Within the Power & Energy Program, a comprehensive information store has
been established. Detailed information and statistical data on all energy
forms are being assessed and stored for use in the preparation of information
papers, critical reviews and briefing documents, as well as for providing
essential background information to other groups in the Commission. For
historical reasons, and because the mainstream of work in Power & Energy con-
cerns nuclear matters, the information system is weighted towards nuclear
facts and topics. During the year, staff have contributed to a study of the
need for a reference retrieval system which would be operated by the Library.

When it is fully operational, the information system will allow quick
appraisals of particular topics or situations to be made. It will also be
used to produce the bi-monthly Fuel and Power Reports which cover events in
the world nuclear industry, especially those which are significant in uranium
marketing. Because such support is not yet available, this report and others
such as a recently completed survey of the nuclear industry in comecon
countries have required extensive preliminary literature searches which have
taken many man-hours to complete. Up-to-date statements on national nuclear
programs, and national resources and energy utilisation will be assembled in
future from this system.

2. ASSESSMENT OF WORLD ENERGY RESOURCES AND THEIR UTILISATION^ (P. Essam,
K. Stocks)

2.1 Energy Resources

Energy resources available in the world for immediate use include:

Fossil fuels - the major source of energy today - hard coal, brown
coal (including lignites), crude oil and natural gas.

Fission fuels - primarily a source of electrical energy at present.
Major current types all rely on uranium-235 (PWR, BWR, CANDU, GCR,
HTR and SGHWR). Fast breeder research and demonstration plants are
directed to the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (e.g. Phenix -
France; PFR - UK; Clinch River - USA; and plants in the USSR).
Feasibility studies are in progress on process heat applications
(e.g. steel making) and energy conversion in the form of hydrogen
production. For these reactors, uranium is the major fuel source,
with plutonium and thorium becoming significant for breeder appli-
cations.

Hydroelectric - available in areas with suitable geography and
climate.

A significant amount of research and development is being conducted to
seek ways of exploiting other energy sources and converting them usually to
electricity; they are:

Controlled fusion - Energy output greater than input has not yet
been demonstrated despite strenuous efforts over a number of years
although significant progre:. has been made. Resources would be
deuterium and lithium.

Geothermal - The energy available from the Earth's interior may be
tapped at naturally occurring steam raising sites (Italy, New
Zealand, USA); alternatively, holes may be drilled into the Earth's
crust at suitable sites and water forced onto hot rock formations
to produce steam.

Wind power - A return to an old power source is being made, helped
by modern aerodynamics. There are techniques which appear feasible
for localised and relatively small power levels (100 kW - 10 MW).

Tidal and Wave power - both of these energy forms are being examined,
particularly in European waters, and may be exploited in limited
applications.

Solar power - in quantitative terms this is a very large power
source. However, its major disadvantages are its intermittent
nature and low areal energy input. Its role in the immediate future
appears to be in providing hot water (freeing other fuels) and, in
suitable locations, space heating and air conditioning. The cost of
electricity generation from solar energy by direct or indirect
methods is prohibitively high at present.

On a global basis there are large reserves of fuel for our current tech-
nology, as shown in Table 2.1. Although the energy reserves are adequate on
a global basis for some decades, their geographic localisation brings problems
in the transportation and political spheres. It could be said that there are
no energy resource problems, the real problems lie in transporting the energy
resource to people who need and use it, at a cost they can afford.

Examples of the localisation of resources are:

Coal - the great bulk of known or inferred coal resources in-place
are north of 30 N latitude and the great preponderance lies with
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three nations - the USSR (56%), the USA (19%) and the People's
Republic of China, PRC (~8%). Australia has about 2% and Europe
(including Eastern Europe) has about 6% of total, in-place,
resources. Regions with low coal resources are South America, the
Indian sub-continent, Asia (excluding the PRC) and Africa.

Oil - 60-70% of the world's oil reserves lie in the Persian Gulf
and North Africa, and most of the remainder is found north of
20°N latitude.

The problems incurred by the dynamic response to major variations in
politico-economic systems have been well illustrated by events in world oil
markets over the last 2-3 years. The political embargo by Arab states on
oil deliveries to nations supporting Israel and the quadrupling of oil prices
by the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has caused major
upheavals in the economics of oil-dependent industrial nations. The historic
rate of increase in oil consumption has markedly decreased under the combin-
ation of higher prices and uncertainty of supply, coupled with industrial
depression in the major industrial nations. Research into energy conversion
and exploitation of low grade oil reserves has increased greatly, especially
in the USA.

2.2 Energy Utilisation

World consumption of primary energy increased at an annual rate of about
5.3% over the decade 1962-72 (the latest period for which comprehensive data
are available). Table 2.2 shows the main features of energy consumption in
that period,

TABLE 2.2

PRIMARY ENERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION IN THE WORLD

AND MAJOR ECONOMIC MARKET GROUPINGS, 1962 TO 1972

Total Primary Energy
— p* M Per Capita

Economic Group Year Production Consumption Consumption
(106 tonnes c.e.)ta) (kg c.e.)(a)

World | 1962 4510 4402 1423
| 1972 7566(68%) (b) 7410(68%) 1984(40%)

Developed nations j 1962 2245 2782 4166
I 1972 3133(40%) 4604(65%) 6211(50%)

Nations with j 1962 1348 1281 1269
centrally planned j 1972 2227(65%) 2149(68%) 1825(44%)
economies

Developing nations ( 1962 917 339 239
1 1972 2226(143%) 657(94%) 362(51%)

(a) - c.e. denotes coal equivalent
(b) - figures in brackets show the percentage increase over the decade.

Source - UN Statistical Papers (1974) 'World Energy Supplies 1962-72',
Series J, No. 17.



Four points stand out:

The major increase in primary energy production came from the
developing economies (143% over 10 years), while centrally planned
economies increased at about the same rate as the whole world (68%)
and developed economies grew more slowly (40%).

A comparison of production and consumption shows that the developed
economies moved from a position of being essentially self-dependent
to being substantially dependent on the (oil-rich) developing
economies.

Per capita consumption, which rose about 40-50% over the period,
did not match the growths in total consumption uniformly. In the
developing economies, per capita consumption rose 51%, while total
consumption rose 94%; this is to be compared with developed
economies with 50% and 65% respectively. The differences are pro-
duced by the higher population growth in developing economies.

While the per capita consumption of all economic groups rose during
the decade, the ratio between developing and developed economies
remained constant (at 1:17), as did the ratio between developing
and centrally planned economies (at 1:5).

The relative importance of the various types of energy resource and
their change with time is shown in Table 2.3 of consumption.

TABLE 2.3

CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY. RESOURCES

Economic Group

World (
I

Developed nations (
1

Nations with j
centrally planned '
economies

Developing i
nations '

Date

1962
1972

1962
1972

1962
1972

1962
1972

Solid
Fuels

2075
2407

1055
1047

925
1240

95
120

Liquid
Fuels

1502
3220

1077
2292

227
524

198
404

Gaseous
Fuels

728
1603

575
1132

117
360

37
111

Hydro,
Nuclear and
Imported
Electricity

97
100

75
133

13
25

9
22

(All in units of 106 tonnes coal equivalent)

Source - UN Statistical Papers (1974) 'World Energy Supplies 1962-72',
Series J, No. 17.

Coal consumption grew at a much slower rate (about 16% over the ten-year
period) than consumption of other energy resources, all of which approximately
doubled. The major absolute increases were in oil and gas, reflecting their
advantages of overall cheapness, ease of transportation and convenience in
use. Hydro and nuclear energy formed a small part of the total primary energy
usage, although the major industrial regions (USA, USSR, Europe, Japan) have
plans to increase the use of these resources by a substantial degree.

Current usage of all energy forms adds up to an annual consumption of
about 0.2 Q, which is small compared with the estimated reserves and
resources. However, overall energy use is rising at 5.3 per cent a year,
which is equivalent to a doubling time of about 13 years. If this rate of
increase is sustained, then in 100 years the annual consumption would have
increased by a factor of 150 to 200. Alternatively, in 100 years' time,
annual energy consumption could be about 30-40 Q which is high relative to
the reserves and resources.

Naturally, the problems are not so acute as these simple numbers would
indicate. The world has a history of energy substitution and is learning the
need for more efficient energy use. Coal substituted for wood, water and
wind; oil and gas for coal; and nuclear fuel is starting to substitute for
fossil fuels. From current research work it appears that long term (50-100
years) energy conversion systems may depend on the use of fusion and solar
energy sources.

2.3 Fossil Fuel Depletion Modelling (K. J. Maher)

The growth of nuclear power is directly related to fossil fuel prices
which, in turn, partially reflect the extent to which fossil reserves are
depleted. Estimates of the life cycle of reserves are notoriously speculative,
but recently serious attempts have been made to construct econometric models
of resource usage with the finiteness of the resource as a dominant boundary
condition.

*
R. F. Naill's model of US natural gas depletion, written in the DYNAMO

simulation language, has been translated to FORTRAN with the addition of
routines that preserve some of the desirable features of DYNAMO and a graphics
output capability that is an improvement on DYNAMO. It is hoped that ex-
perience with the translated program, USGAS, will provide initial experience
in a new and growing field and that it may lead to the development of a
depletion model which could be applied to Australian resources.

3. BASIC INFORMATION ON FISSION REACTORS

3-1 Creep of Zirconium Alloys (K. U. Snowden, P. A. Stathers)

Internal Stress Measurements

It has been shown that at stresses and temperatures typical of thermal
reactor conditions, the creep resistance of zirconium alloys is strongly
influenced by the degree of prior cold work. Increased amounts of prior cold
work decrease the creep resistance, as shown by an increase in the creep rate.

•j —- - - • , _—
Naill, R.F. (1973) - in 'Towards Global Equilibrium - Collected Papers',

Editors D.L. and D.H. Meadows, Wright Allen Press.
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At elevated temperatures, the creep resistance is mainly determined by the
internal stress present in the material during creep deformation.

Initial measurements of internal stress demonstrated the need for a
technique involving a high strain sensitivity coupled with fast response
times. To meet this requirement, a technique has been developed in which the
changes in specimen strain (produced in a stress reduction or transient dip
experiment) are accurately monitored by a digital voltmeter and recorded by
a thermal print-out system at rates of up to three times a second. This
technique is being used to study the nature and stability of the internal
stress in a variety of materials subjected to creep at elevated temperatures.

Creep/Fatigue Tests

Zirconium alloy components are frequently exposed to fluctuating
stresses during normal reactor operating conditions. However, there is still
no adequate method of allowing for variable stress in predicting the creep
behaviour of such components; a better understanding of the effects of cyclic
stresses on creep behaviour is needed. To this end, the creep rate of
annealed Zircaloy-2 has been measured under static stress conditions and
under conditions where the stress has a static and a cyclic component, the
peak stress being the same as that used for the static stress condition.
In these creep/fatigue tests, the cyclic component was approximately 20% of
the peak stress and the frequency was 10 Hz.

Initial tests were undertaken in the high temperature range 500 to 700 C.
The creep rate under creep/fatigue conditions was about half that under
static creep conditions and the apparent activation energy for creep under
both sets of conditions was close to 64 kcal/mole. Further work is being
done at lower and intermediate temperatures where diffusion is less important.

Stress Relaxation Tests
(K.U. Snowden, B.R. Wood)

A series of stress relaxation tests is being undertaken on reactor grade
zirconium in the annealed and cold worked conditions. Specimens with various
degrees of cold work (2 to 30%) were prepared by rolling. Relaxation ~ests
were carried out on annealed specimens as well as on material cold worked. 2%
at. temperatures in the range 20 to 300°C. Further tests on the other cold
worked samples are in progress.

3.2 High Temperature Deformation of Zirconium and Zirconium-Tin Alloys
(K. Veevers, K.U. Snowden)

Preliminary fatigue tests on Zr and Zr-Sn alloys have shown that tin
markedly increases the fatigue resistance of zirconium.

During fatigue at high temperatures (700 C), grain boundary cavities are
produced which eventually contribute to intergranular failure of the material.
The effect of creep on the growth of these cavities in Zr and Zr-Sn alloys
has been studied. Zr and Zr + 3% Sn were selected for detailed examination
since diffusion data for these materials were available in the literature for
the calculation of cavity growth rates.

To date, grain boundary cavities in both Zr and Zr + 3% Sn do not appear
to grow during high temperature creep and consequently have no influence on

creep rate and only a very small influence on creep ductility. In the case
of Zr, the absence of cavity growth after creep revealed by metallography was
confirmed by careful density measurements.

Although calculations of cavity growth rates, based on current theories,
show that cavity growth should occur, no account of grain boundary migration
is allowed for in the cavity growth models. In fact, the metallography of
crept specimens showed that grain boundaries had migrated away from cavities,
leaving them isolated within the grains, where they apparently were unable to
grow by either absorption of vacancies or grain boundary sliding.

Lower creep temperatures should reduce the rate of grain boundary migrat-
ion and also the rate of cavity growth and this aspect is being examined.

3.3 Radiation Damage in Metals (R.G. Blake, A. Jostsons, P.M. Kelly,
J.C. Napier)

Fast neutrons act as energetic projectiles displacing atoms from the
normal lattice positions within a material. The resultant changes in the
microstructure produce significant alterations in properties of engineering
materials. The microstructure of materials being irradiated with fast
neutrons is continually changing and hence the mechanical properties are also
expected to be a function of irradiation history. These microstructural
changes are characterised using transmission electron microscopy. To extend
our capability to detect sub-microscopic defects introduced by irradiation,
we have built a positron annihilation apparatus. Preliminary results are
reported in AAEC/PR42-D.

Although the specific research projects are more relevant to thermal
reactors, the approach is fundamental and hf-nce equally relevant to radiation
damage phenomena pertinent to fast and fusion reactor technologies.

Zirconium

Work over the past few years has culminated in a complete characterisat-
ion of the nature of dislocation loops formed in pure zirconium in the
temperature range_ 300-450°C. The Burgers vectors of the loops are solely of
the type a/3 <1120> and no evidence has been obtained for the [pool] type
reported in some overseas literature. An in-depth study of electron micro-
scope contrast theory has shown that great care has to be exercised to avoid
erroneous conclusions in the identification of the Burgers vector.

The loop geometry has been found to be complex with tilts of 35 of loop
normals away from the pure edge configuration and there is a definite trend
to ellipticity with the loop major axis being parallel to [poofj . This
ellipticity is a function of loop size and nature. Small loops tend to be
more circular and at larger sizes the vacancy loops become highly elliptical,
whereas interstitial loops remain circular. Anisotropic elasticity theory
predicts that the loop shape in zirconium should be approximately circular and
thus the observations suggest some selective trapping phenomenon associated
with vacancy loops. Unless the elliptical nature of some of the loops is
taken into account, the estimation of the total number of point defects pre-
sent in the loops can be in error by up to 100%. This quantity is required
in order to advance our concepts of radiation growth mechanisms in zirconium.
A detailed quantitative measurement of defect statistics as a function of
irradiation dose and temperature will be carried out.
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Work on the unusual 'corduroy' contrast observed in thin foils of

irradiated zirconium and its alloys by Bell* has been completed and a full
explanation of the effect can now be given. Application of the rules of
electron microscopy contrast has allowed us to prove conclusively that
'corduroy1 is an artefact of thin foils and is not a contrast effect associa-
ted with a novel form of radiation damage. The salient features of 'corduroy'
are as follows:

(1) It is observed in foils of irradiated zirconium in association with
dislocation loops aligned in bands parallel to the unique (001)
basal plane.

(2) For 'corduroy' contrast to be visible, it is often necessary that
there be an imbalance between interstitial and vacancy concentrat-
ions in the banded loops.

This excess of vacancy or interstitial component of a/3 <1120> loops gives
rise to a periodic long range stress field, which, in the case of the thin
foils studied by electron microscopy (1000-2500 8), results in a relaxation
of the foil surface. This surface relaxation is responsible for the
characteristic contrast termed 'corduroy'. In bulk materials, when relaxat-
ion is not possible, 'corduroy' does not exist.

International 'Round-Robin' Transmission Electron Microscopy Examination
of Irradiated Zirconium: In view of the conflicting results still being re-
ported on the character of the damage in neutron irradiated zirconium alloys,
Dr. D.O. Northwood of AECL, Chalk River, has organised a 'round-robin' series
of electron microscopy examinations to eliminate specimen variation as a
reason for these discrepancies. The participants are General Electric
(Vallecitos, USA), Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory (CEGB, UK), Whiteshell and
Chalk River (Canada) and the AAEC. AECL is responsible for supply of speci-
mens to all participants and the initial shipment has arrived.

One of the main issues to be settled is the existence of c component
loops, supported by GE and Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory, but denied by Chalk
River and ourselves. The outcome of this series of examinations should prove
interesting and should also eliminate one area of discord in the field of
zirconium radiation damage.

Iron-Copper System

It is now accepted universally that copper present as an impurity in
pressure vessel steels is an extremely potent embrittling agent under the
influence of neutron irradiation at 290°C. Unfortunately, the explanation
for the mechanism of embrittlement is unconvincing. Preliminary tests on
Fe-Cu alloys manufactured from high purity materials have confirmed the
previously observed large increases in yield strength which accompany em-
brittling of irradiated iron containing copper. Further irradiations are
proceeding and transmission electron microscopy will commence when the
specimen radioactivity falls to acceptable levels. The program has also been
extended to include a study of irradiation damage in the analogous iron-gold
system.

Bell, W.L. J. Nucl. Mater., 55 (1975)14.

Void Formation in Irradiated Aluminium Alloys

This is a low level program designed primarily to maintain some exper-
tise in the main area of fast reactor radiation damage. The material studied
is convenient from viewpoints of low radioactivity and the low threshold
levels of neutron fluence for void formation. Most of the work has been

»
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number of irradiations have been carried out in HIFAR as a form of surveill-
ance testing to cover the possibility of void formation in the reactor
aluminium tank.

Damage Simulation

The fast neutron flux level in HIFAR is too low to permit the study of
many radiation damage aspects of current interest. A start has been made on
the construction of a suitable target holder and auxiliary equipment to per-
mit simulation of fast neutron damage using energetic ions from the 3 MeV
Van de Graaff accelerator. Progress has been slow owing to limited manpower.

3.4 Stress-corrosion Cracking of Steels (D.H. Bradhurst, P.M. Heuer,
J. Perrin**)

The aim of this work is to study possible mechanisms of failure of
reactor steels by stress-corrosion cracking. Four different steels were
examined - a low-alloy pressure vessel steel (ASTM class SA533B) , a local
steel, BHP 'Pedigree1 plate, a martensitic stainless steel (type 430) and
an austenitic stainless steel (type 321). Specimens were stressed by bending,
and were then immersed in hot concentrated chloride or nitrate solutions in
order to accelerate the cracking process. Electrochemical measurements were
made on all the steels using the ASTM G-5 standard polarisation method as a
guide to their general corrosion behaviour under the test conditions. The
potentials were potentiostatically controlled during the subsequent tests.

Figure 3.1 Stress-corrosion cracks in BHP Pedigree
steel specimen after 7 hours exposure in
calcium nitrate solution at 113°C.
(Magnification 6X)

* Now Holifield National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
** Vacation Student.
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Cracking of the Pedigree plate occurred after 5-15 hours if the stress
exceeded the yield stress (Figure 3.1). At lower stresses, longer times (up
to 67 hours) were needed to produce cracking. The cracks were examined
microscopically at various stages of attack, and finally the fracture sur-
faces were examined by scanning electron microscopy. This showed that the
steel failed by intergranular cracking initiated at the base of corrosion
pits. Stainless steel (type 321) failed by a similar mechanism in concen-
trated chloride media, after approximately 10 hours' exposure.

3.5 Fuel Performance Studies (K.D. Reeve, R.J. Hilditch, A. Ridal,
N.W.D. Chrimes, J.L. Woolfrey)

The long term objective of this project is to develop a knowledge of
fuel behaviour and the in-reactor performance of Zircaloy-clad UO^ fuel pins.
This involves keeping up with the literature detailing experience with operat-
ing reactors and developing our own expertise by assessing results obtained
from the examination of fuel pins irradiated in the high pressure water loop
(X-170). To this end, a summary of fuel failures in light water-cooled
reactors was prepared, fuel pin design methods were refined, and post
irradiation handling procedures for the experimental section of the loop were
examined.

Detailed safety analysis established the need for an additional trip
parameter to indicate reduced flow in the test section. To meet this require-
ment, thermocouples ere attached to the fuel pin and temperature rise
indicated if such an event occurs. Trials established the feasibility of
machining grooves for thermocouples in the three wear pads spot welded to the
two completed fuel pins, FP1 and FP2. However, as the final reliability
analysis showed that four thermocouples are necessary, FPl and FP2 pins will
not be used and new pins with thermocouple pockets located in the bottom end
cap will be made.

Preliminary work was done to establish remote handling techniques re-
quired to remove fuel pins from the flow divider and service stem which
comprise the experimental section of the loop. A mock-up will be assembled
and used for detailed in-cell work when in-reactor commissioning is completed.

Commissioning of the High Pressure Water Loop
(P.M. Kelly, K.U. Snowden, K.R. Brown, R.J. Hilditch,
A. Ridal, P.A. Stathers, B.V. Gardner)

The mechanical properties of the pressure vessel material of the high
pressure water loop and the 'through wall1 and 'partial thickness1 critical
defect sizes were re-assessed.

Experimental work to determine crack growth rate in a chloride environ-
ment at 150°C under the influence of cyclic stresses indicated that the
material could withstand several hundred pull-pull cycles without failure.
These conditions of stress and environment were much more severe than those
likely to be encountered during operation of the pressure vessel.

Periodic inspection techniques were defined, in collaboration with
Engineering Services personnel.

Zircaloy components for the thermal insulation sleeve guide and flux
scan assembly were fabricated.

•J

Phase, Property and Sintering Studies in Ceramic Oxide Systems
(J.L. Woolfrey)

The longer term objective of this project is to build up the basic re-
search component of Ceramic Section's program and to broaden it to include
ceramics for structural as well as reactor fuel applications, Howaver, with
the present available effort, research is still restricted to the techno-
logically important fuel systems

The UC>2-Gd2O3 phase diagram is being studied initially by high tempera-
ture sintering/room temperature X-ray diffraction techniques. The latest
published version of the phase diagram shows the existence of two solid solu-
tions plus the compound UO2-3Gd2O3. However, this compound had not been
observed directly, and its existence was only inferred from the previously
confirmed existence of its oxidised analogue UO3.3Gd2O3- U02-3Gd203 has been
prepared by two methods. The first was to prepare UC>3.3Gd203 by heating
UsOe and Gd2<D3 in air at 1550°C for 100 hours and then reducing in hydrogen.
The second was to heat UC>2 and 3Gd203 in hydrogen at the same temperature
and for the same time. This worX is continuing with the object of defining
the temperature and composition limits of UO2.Gd2O3-

Techniques have been developed to sinter UsOg and Gd2<D3 to at least 96%
theoretical density and 11309/̂ 203 and UC>2/Gd2O3 diffusion couples are now
running as a further means of studying the chemistry of this system.

3.6 Research on Boiling Burnout (K.R. Lawther, A.G. Chapman, D.N. Miles,
J. Stevens)

Predicting Boiling Burnout for Water by Using Model Fluids
(Review by A.G. Chapman)

Although a valuable economic gain would result from an improvement in the
burnout characteristics of a water-cooled reactor fuel element assembly,
technical developments in this area are slow. Burnout characteristics cannot
be predicted accurately by theoretical analysis, and investigation of the
influence of pertinent design features is hampered by the need for very
costly full scale testing of all innovations in fuel element details in large,
high-pressure water test rigs. Only a few establishments with the substan-
tial industrial backing that makes the construction and operation of such
test rigs possible have the means for research.

A little more than ten years ago, the concept was introduced of determin-
ing precisely the burnout characteristics of a fuel element assembly by
testing a model with a substitute fluid (such as Freon) under conditions of
thermal and hydrodynamic similarity in test rigs of comparatively low cost
and low operating expense. The use of such rigs gave promise of allowing a
wider participation in and a more rapid advancement of research into the
influence of design features on burnout. In- common with many other research
institutions, the AAEC developed a keen interest in the technique of modell-
ing burnout conditions. A Freon test rig was built in the Engineering
Research Laboratory and has been in operation for six years. The essence of
the technique is the establishment of accurate criteria of similarity between
burnout in water and in other fluids.

We have taken an active part in this work, closely studying the theoret-
ical laws of similarity, critically examining various alternatives, and
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devising, developing, and testing modifications of the theories. After an
initial set-back caused by a rig fault, work has continued during the past
year with round tube burnout experiments in the Freon rig designed to test
three previously untested expressions of similarity and to check the practic-
ability of a modified technique proposed by Boure*. An instrument developed
during previous work to detect surface temperature variations in a burnout
test channel was described in a paper presented at the National Symposium of
The Institute of Instrumentation & Control, Australia, in Melbourne (July
1975) .

The early promise of the modelling technique has not been fulfilled,
because neither the work at Lucas Heights nor that of any other establish-
ment has discovered an expression for burnout similarity that is sufficiently
accurate to permit the precise modelling of a reactor fuel channel in any
fluid other than water. Experiments are being planned to test the validity
of the basic assumptions of burnout modelling theories by examining hydro-
dynamic features of the fluid flow at burnout in different fluids. If
serious deficiencies are revealed, the precise modelling of burnout is not
likely to be achieved by any refinement of the methods presently available.
Freon and other fluids remain, of course, useful media for qualitative
studies of burnout that do not require precise modelling of specific con-
ditions in water.

Theoretical & Experimental Work on Burnout Modelling
(D.N. Miles, J. Stevens)

Tests with Freon 12: Experimental burnout data were obtained last year
from the Freon-12 rig ACTOR in order to test the validity of several proposed
scaling laws (Paper B.6 of International Heat Transfer Conference, Tokyo,
September 1974). A significant error of up to 20% in the measurement of low
mass flow rates was revealed by analysis and its cause was found to be the
non-standard orifice plates used to measure these flow rates. As a result,
the whole multi-orifice assembly has been replaced by two turbine flowingters
as the primary flow measuring devices. The experimental tests have been re-
peated and an analysis of one set of these data, obtained to test the modified
empirical scaling factor technique of Boure, confirms an earlier theoretical
study which found the technique too tedious and too limited in its appli-
cation to be of general use, particularly since its scaling accuracy of
±13% for round tubes offered no significant improvement over other simpler
scaling correlations.

Theoretical aspects : The development of theories and techniques for
modelling boiling burnout has reached an impasse with the belief that the
fundamental concepts of existing theories are inadequate to support further
useful advances on this subject. The importance of flow structure as a
factor strongly influencing burnout is not questioned, yet existing theories
of modelling are crude in their supposition that equality of the liquid to
vapour density ratio and equality of the vapour fraction in both the proto-
type and model fluids imply similarity of flow structure.

Experimental Observation of flow structure in relation to burnout: A new
project has been initiated to determine whether parameters which cannot be
independently controlled have a significant effect upon flow structure and
burnout. If an effect is found, then the potential value of fluid modelling

* Boure, J.A. A Method to Develop Modelling Laws for Two-phase Flows.
ASME Paper 70 - HT25, 1970.

methods will have been shown to be limited. An annular test section with a
transparent outer shroud has been designed to allow cine- and still photography
of the flow behaviour of the boiling crisis for several fluids under scaled
conditions using existing correlations. Each fluid differs from the others
in the value of at least one physical property. Modifications to the HOBO
loop to accept the new test section have been started and a new circulating
pump will be installed shortly.

Instrument for detection of location of burnout: A burnout detecting
device using radiant heat transfer was developed in order to monitor the in-
side wall temperature of a centrally heated rod in an annular test section.
This device enables the temperature distribution around the rod centring
spacers to be investigated, and the position of hot spots (i.e. dryout areas)
to be located. A paper describing this device was presented at the Institute
of Instrumentation and Control of Australia National Symposium in Melbourne
(July 1975) entitled 'A Device for Monitoring the Temperature Distribution of
a Resistance Heated Tube1 by J. Stevens.

3.7 Analysis of Two-phase Flow Structure S Behaviour (K.R. Lawther,

D.R.H. Beattie)

Development of Steady-state Flow Structure Theory
(D.R.H. Beattie)

The prediction of pressure drop, voidage, momentum flux, heat transfer,
critical flow, and many other characteristics of two-phase flow is a
long-standing problem in the analysis of reactor cooling systems and a con-
stant source of controversy amongst experts. The main reason is the lack of
a common basic theory that would provide plausible links between these
obviously related phenomena and adequately explain the observed behaviour over
a wide range of conditions and under the many different external influences
imposed by such things as flow channel geometry and heat transfer. Theories
have not been complete or sufficiently exact to provide practical methods of
prediction without considerable empirical modification. These and other
purely empirical methods often fail to account for the effect of every im-
portant factor and have little basis for universal application, leaving many
situations in which their suitability is in doubt.

The two-phase flow structure theory* developed in Engineering Research
Division over the past few years is a significant step forward in the long
search for basic principles of analysis and opens up new avenues to the under-
standing of two-phase flow behaviour. The work has been highly successful in
developing accurate expressions for the prediction of pressure drop from
theoretical concepts and has now been extended to provide methods of predict-
ing changes in flow regime and of accounting for the effects of external
influences. Very little empiricism is involved in the expressions developed
and a most satisfying feature of the theory is the repeated success with which
entirely consistent applications predict different effects. This is a feature
not shared with other theories, whose empirical supplements must be changed to
enable them to predict different effects.

A further paper in the series that has evolved from this work has been
prepared for the 1975 American Society of Mechanical Engineers Symposium on
Non-equilibrium Two-phase Flows (see page 16)

* Beattie, D.R.H., "Two-phase Flow Structure and Mixing Length Theory'
Nucl. Eng. Des., 21 (1972) 46-64.
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The flow structure theory is now being applied to an analysis of the
dynamic situations occurring in a loss-of-coolant accident, with the objects
of developing a method of accounting for thermal non-equilibrium and of
deriving expressions for predicting momentum flux, voidage, critical flow and
other important characteristics of two-phase flow relevant to accident
analysis.

Pressure Drop in Ducts Carrying Flowing Two-phase Fluids
(D.R.H. Beattie)

A wide range of experimental data (mostly from overseas) concerning the
pressure drop of steam and water mixtures flowing along ducts has been
studied. A knowledge of such pressure drop is necessary for the calculation
of the fluid flow processes occurring during accidents in water {or sodium)
cooled reactors; it is indeed necessary for design purposes in a great range
of industrial processes having two-phase flows, ranging from fossil, fission,
fusion, solar or geothermal steam generating units to many chemical engineer-
ing plants.

Formulae in common use for predicting such pressure loss have made use of
broad averaging techniques which do not take account of the important changes
of 'flow regime' (i.e. flow liquid/vapour structure such as bubbly, annular,
droplet, etc.) as variations occur in the liquid/vapour ratio and flow
velocity conditions. It has been demonstrated that velocity distribution
formulae for two-phase flows take similar forms to those for single-phase
flow, but require different specification for the effective Reynolds number,
and different constants in a correlating formula of the form

local fluid velocity = M x log function of (radial position, friction factor,
Reynolds number) + N

From this basis correlating equations have been derived for the friction
factor, f, of the type

1//F = A Re/f + B

in which the Reynolds number is derived from a physical consideration of the
expected flow regime, and the constants A and B are determined by fitting the
formula to a wide range of experimental data on pressure drop for various
flow and geometry situations. These correlations may then be conveniently
presented as sets of curves of friction factor as a function of 'quality'
(ratio of mass flow rate of vapour to total mass flow rate) appropriate to the
relevant geometrical arrangement and fluid flow conditions. These curves are
of direct practical use in many instances, an example being pressure drop
calculations in reactor accident analysis.

*
A paper on high-pressure steam-water flows and describing the work was

accepted for presentation at the Symposium of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) on Non Equilibrium Two-phase Flows, at Houston,
Texas, November 30 1975.

The work on two-phase liquid-vapour flows has so far been limited to
steady state flow processes in which the vapour and liquid are not in complete
thermodynamic equilibrium, owing to the relatively rapid evaporation of the

* Beattie, D.R.H., 'Friction Factors and Regime Boundaries in High Pressure
Steam-Water Flows'
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liquid into the 'vapour voids' (bubbles) as it moves into regions of reduced
pressure. However, the non-equilibrium situation is exacerbated in the case
of transient two-phase flows of the type encountered in a reactor
loss-of-coolant accident and it is therefore intended to extend this work
further into the non-equilibrium area.

Two-phase Fluid Dynamics in Boiling Water Reactors
(T.M. Romberg, B.A. Beard)

The safety and performance of nuclear and conventional steam generators
is dependent on an adequate flow of coolant through the boiling channels to
remove the heat generated. Under certain operating conditions when two-phase
flows are present, it is possible for large transient flow oscillations to
occur, which adversely affect the efficiency of the heat removal process, and
may cause dryout in the nuclear fuel elements or problems of control of the
steam supplied to the turbine-generator units or both. This research program
is currently investigating how these unfavourable flow oscillations may be
predicted from measurement and analysis of the random fluctuations ('noise')
in selected operating parameters such as pressures, flow rates, and tempera-
tures .

Flow stability experiments have been carried out on a small scale experi-
mental rig, in which dynamic measurements of the channel pressure drop, flow
rate, inlet temperature, power and vapour fraction are being made. These
measurements are statistically analysed using special-purpose computer pro-
grams, and the results compared with a computer code based on a theoretical
model of the boiling channel dynamics. Initial comparisons between theory
and experiment have been encouraging*, but further developments of both the
statistical analysis procedures and the theoretical model are being undertaken
to enable predictions of the instability limits to be made at a higher level
of confidence.

3.8 Flow Mechanics in Sub-channels of Fuel-rod Clusters (J. Hooper,
J. Crawford)

Study of the coolant flow structure and turbulence in the flow passages
or sub-channels of nuclear reactor cores is basic to an understanding of the
fuel-to-coolant heat transfer process. Although a great deal of experimental
and theoretical work has been performed on heat removal from reactor cores,
this has mainly concentrated on the measurement of the average heat transfer
rates and bulk coolant conditions.

A more precise quantitative understanding of the detailed local heat
transfer processes in both normal and fault conditions would be of real
value for improving the evaluation or assessment of core operating performance
and accident behaviour, especially for reactors having a very high heat pro-
duction intensity.

This combined experimental and theoretical study concentrates on the
theoretical analysis and experimental measurement of flows in individual
sub-channels. A large-scale six-rod cluster which models two sub-channels

* ~~~ "
Romberg, T.M., Rees, N.W., 'Identification of a boiling Channel and
Comparisons with a Theoretical Model for Coolant Flow Stability Analysis'.
Proceedings of the International Federation of Automatic Control, Sixth
Triennial World Congress, Boston, Massachusetts, USA, August, 1975.
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is being constructed. It will be used to measure the local velocity
profiles, mass transfer and fluid turbulence levels for this representative
(square pitch) reactor flow geometry. The necessary turbulence-measuri: ;
equipment has been acquired, and the construction techniques for the hot
wire probes have been perfected, A calibration wind tunnel has been built
and commissioned.

A theoretical modelling of flow in the experimental geometry is under
way, and initially will use the eddy diffusivity concept to approximate the
transport properties of the turbulent fluid.

3.9 Dynamic Model of a Boiling Coolant (C.P. Gilbert)

A successful pressure control has now been devised for the simulated
boiling channel. Up to three iterations are required for each time step,
but the overall model is still capable of handling problem frequencies of
the order of 1 to 2 Hz in real time. Computer noise still persists, but is
not now a major problem.

The next stage in this project is to validate the model against
digital solutions.

3.10 Neutron Physics

Fission Studies
(J. Boldeman, J. Caruana (Uni. of Wollongong), D. Culley, R. Walsh)

Energy Dependence of Vp for 230!T?iJ
 232rfo and '"lPa: A series of measure-

ments is being made to test a hypothesis concerning the dynamics of fission.
In a recent study of the 21+0Pu fission system, Lachkar et al.* have shown
that the data are consistent with two modes of fission - the first for sub-
barrier fission is superfluid whereas, for above barrier fission, damping
occurs in the latter stages of the process. A prediction of the model is
that VD behaviour for sub-barrier and above-barrier fission should be signifi-

~" 939cantly different. To date, Vp values for neutron fission of "̂ Th have been
obtained for the energy range 1.3 - 2.0 MeV.

Fine Structure in v for 233i/_, 235y and 239Pu: The question of fine
structure in the variation of Vp of 233U, 2"u and 23-Pu for low energy
neutron fission has never been satisfactorily resolved. Our own studies
have shown:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Linear behaviour for Pu, in agreement with most other
experimental investigations.

Clear non-linearity for 233U, with which other earlier measurements
are consistent.

Linear behaviour for 235U which is in disagreement with the
majority of other measurements.

To clarify the situation, channel analysis of the fission cross sections for
233U and 235U was carried out. The partial fission cross sections previously
calculated were used. Furthermore, it was assumed that the collective energy

* Lachkar, J., Paten, Y., Sirjaud, J., Int. Symp. on Neutron-induced Reactions,
Smolenice, 1-7 September 1974.

at the saddle point_was only weakly coupled to the nuclear degrees of freedom
at scission. Thus vp and Ek (variation of the average total fission fragment
kinetic energy) should reflect the variation of the average saddle point
collective energy. The calculated ik behaviour for

 233U and 23SU are shown
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively, together with the experimental data
The calculated dependence reproduces quantitatively the measured non-linearity
tor ̂ u whereas the calculated behaviour for 235u supports linear dependence!

Neutron emission from specific fission fragments: Hardware problems with
the magnetic tape system have still not been overcome. To circumvent the
problem, a fast paper punch has been interfaced to the PDP11 computer To
confirm previously observed even-odd effects in the neutron emission per
fragment versus fragment mass curve, the earlier measurements on the spon-
taneous fission of 252cf have been repeated. Data from approximately
5 x 10 fissions have been stored and analysis is proceeding.

I

235,, 2v <*ietribution °f fission fragments from neutron fission of 233U
V and Th: A systematic error has been uncovered in the earlier fission

fragment angular distribution studies for neutron fission of 233u and 235u
Consequently the measurements have been repeated. In addition they have been
extended to include neutron fission of 232Th.

Neutron Cross Sections
(M. Bartle, J. Boldeman, A.R. deL. Musgrove)

Absolute cross sections: A system to provide absolute neutron fluxes
utilising the associated particle method is being established on the 3 MeV
!»'/" «»»" accelerator in collaboration with Dr. M. Bartle (AINSE Fellow,
ANU). The system will be used for precision cross section measurements.

Neutron total cross sections: Neutron total cross section data
accumulated on 80 and 200 m flight paths at the Oak Ridge Electron Linear
Accelerator are being analysed in collaboration with Dr. J.A. Harvey (ORNL)
The analysis procedure is now operational and analysis of the data for
"Zr and 3HZr is proceeding.

The output parameters from the analysis of the total cross section data
(Fn and spin assignments) are important in the analysis of the capture cross
sections for their isotopes. For example, in the earlier analysis of the
Zr capture cross section, the availability of high resolution total cross

section data allowed extension of the analysis of the capture data from
40 keV neutron energy to 190 keV.

Neutron Capture Cross Sections
(B.J. Allen, J.W. Boldeman, M.J. Kenny, A.R. deL. Musgrove)

High resolution capture cross section data measured at the Oak Ridqe
Electron Linear Accelerator in collaboration with R.L. Macklin (ORNL) are
being analysed at Lucas Heights to obtain results meeting a high priority
request from reactor development programs and assisting in the interpretation
of measurements made at Lucas Heights.

The neutron capture cross section of natural silicon: The neutron

r , °f natUral SiUc°n haS been analys^ for energies up
Complete resonance data have been obtained for most resonances

in 28'Si but only values of (gyyn have been obtained for neutron capture
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resonances in 29Si and 30Si. A strong positive correlation is observed
between the radiative width and the reduced neutron width for p-wave
resonances in ̂ aSi, confirming significant valence effects. It was not
possible to confirm from the present measurements a reported asymmetry
observed in two resonances in the 29Si (y,n) reaction.

Resonant neutron capture in ™Ca: The neutron capture cross section
of Ca has been measured with high resolution (AE/E = 0.2%) and resonance
parameters obtained for resonances below En = 300 keV.

The average resonance parameters obtained from the data are as follows-
<D> = 37 ± 4 keV, 10*8! = 0.16 ± 0.05, lo"s2 - 2.0 ± 0.7. The average
radiative widths and standard deviations of their distributions were found
to depend on £ as follows: <Py>s = 1.5 ± 0.9 eV, <FY>P = 0 36 + 0 09 eV
and <Py>d = 0.74 ± 0.36 eV. i f - v.u? ev

Odd-even effects in radiative capture in 42->'*3^l»C'a: The n°utron
capture cross sections of <*2,«,3,Ui»Ca have been anal d and reso;ance
parameters obtained for energies up to 230 keV in ̂ Ca, 40 keV in ̂ Ca
and 165 keV in H4Ca.

The average resonance parameters obtained are as follows- <D> =
8.6 ± 1 keV, 1.48 ± 0.2 keV and 16 ± 2 keV for "2,"3,>»4Ca respectivel
The s-wave neutron strength functions were found to be lÔ Ŝ  = 2 7 + 0 3
3.1 ± 0.3 and 2.0 ± 0.5 for "2^3,UHCa respectively. ' ~

The s-wave radiative widths for the even-A isotopes were found to be
considerably grater than the —Ca. An explanation in terms of a pygmy
dipole resonance near threshold has been suggested. In addition, p-wave
radiative widths in the even-A isotopes are anomalously small.

Neutron capture in chromium isotopes 5QCr, 52Cr, 5kCr- Analysis of
the ORELA data for these isotopes has been completed and the results are to
be compared with those obtained with a NATCr sample. In 50Cr/ 55 resonances
were analysed in the neutron energy range 5-200 keV and in 52Cr, 50 resonances
were analysed in the neutron energy range 5-350 keV. In 54Cr only nine
resonances were observed for energies up to 120 keV and four resonances
observed above that energy. Table 3.1 lists resonance parameters observed
in Cr(n,Y). Prompt background effects in the capture detector prohibit
a definitive analysis of the 5.64 keV resonance in 50Cr.

5*Fe neutron capture cross section: ORELA capture data on 56Fe have been
analysed up to 300 keV and are tabulated in Table 3.2.

The capture yield from enriched ̂ Fe has been measured by R.L. Macklin
and has been analysed up to 400 keV, and resonance parameters are compared

per barn"."033 ̂ ^^ r6SUltS " ̂^ 3*2' Sample thickness wa* 0-041 atoms

keV neutron capture cross sections of ̂ Ba and 1365a: The neutron
capture cross sections of mBa and 136fia haye been the energy
region 3 to 100 keV. The following average quantities were deduced from
tne extracted resonance parameters: <D> = 127 ± 10 eV, IQ̂ ŝ  = 0 85 + 0 3
10-Sl - 0.8, <FY> = 120 ± 20 mev for 13 B̂a. ̂  ̂  'Qf ̂ l^l^'

2'
gave <FY> = 125 ± 30 meV for s-wave neutrons.

FIGURE 3.3 AVERAGE TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY DATA -
"5U A EK = EK (En) - EK (THERMAL)
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TABLE 3.1 TABLE 3.1 (cont'd)

RESONANCE NEUTRON CAPTURE IN 50Cr (9 to 202 keV)

Resonance
Energy
(keV)

9.325

18.675

19.275

24.13

24.94

28.55

33.55

35.56

37.00

35.72

40.74

46.86

50.20

53.75

55.15

55.32

55.70

59.35

63.42

64.97

66.02

68.42

70.50

73.52

78.02

79.26

88.90

90.56

gr r /rn y

0.033

0.431

0.294

0.027

0.228

0.324

0.546

0.734

2.497

0.377

0.503

0.536

0.432

0.524

0.092

0.192

0.110

0.679

0.323

0.371

0.622

0.258

0.358

0.536

0.618

0.708

0.444

0.590

Area

(beV)

14.9

98.3

64.9

4.7

39.0

48.3

69.3

87.8

287.3

44.9

52.5

48.7

36.6

41.5

7.1

14.8

8.4

48.7

21.7

24.3

40.1

16.0

21.6

31.0

33.7

38.0

21.2

28.0

I

2

1

1

2

1

0

1

1

0

1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

gj

3.0

1.67

1.67

3.0

1.67

1.0

1.67

1.67

1.0

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.0

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.0

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

r
n

(eV)

0.011

10.0

10.0

. 0

15.0

435.0

8.0

34.0

2117.9

16.0

30.0

15 -.0

30.0

20.0

280.0

15.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

45.0

25.0

40.0

30.0

25.0

125.0

100.0

30.0

30.0

r
Y

(meV)

1111

265

179

500

138

324

341

445

2500

229

304

328

261

319

92

116

66

413

195

374

378

155

216

325

371

426

268

361

W

I
I

Resonance
Energy
(kcV)

95.70

98.60

107.95

110.80

112.75

116.30

116.90

121.65

129.75

129.80

137.15

140.50

141.60

142.82

147.30

150.95

•153.40

157.20

157.30

162.90

169.00

169.30

177.00

187.38

202.30

grnrY/r

1.564

1.188

0.920

0.727

1.624

0.357

0.764

0.929

0.852

0.753

1.702

0.579

0.662

0.931

0.705

1.973

0.935

0.750

1.125

0.752

0.234

0.370

3.106

2.803

2.410

Area

(beV)

69.6

51.3

36.3

27.9

61.3

13.1

27.8

32.5

28.0

24.7

52.8

17.6

19,9

27. 8

20.4

55.6

25.9

20.3

30.4

19.7

5.9

9.3

74.7

63.7

50.7

£

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
0

1
1
0

0

1
1

gj

1.0

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.00

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.67

1.00

1.67

1.67

1.00

1.00

1.67

1.67

r
n

(eV)

2500.0

60.0

90.0

50.0

200.0

40.0

40.0

70.0

700.0

30.0

60.0

60.0

GO.O

60.0

60.0

120.0

50.0

50.0

1200.0

350.0

20.0

300.0

1000.0

175.0

100.0

FY
(meV)

1565

720

554

439

977

215

463

561

853

458

1037

349

399

563

425

1193

566

453

1126

451

141

370

3116

1695

1464
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TABLE 3.2 (cont'd)

TABLE X'"̂

E PARAMETERS

•*-"- c

Ta
E

n
CkeV)

I

7.217 >

i

>71̂n
(eV)
— — «^ •**•

• r /r
Y n

(eV)
|

3)
qr =0.00022
^ n

1

12.45

17.74

20.16 1

22.77

27.7

34.19

36.67

38.37

45.98

52.05

53.49

59.14

63.37

72.87
. •- •

b)
qr =0.0018
' n

b)
gr =0.016
^ n

b)
qr =o.oo8i

n

4

c)

(3)

(5)

(3)

10

20
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TABLE 3.2 (cont'd)
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The Fn used to calculate the self shielding correction is normally equal to
that given by the total measurement unless that value is inconsistent with
the shape fit to the capture data. In these cases the neutron width is
quoted. Bracketed values are assumed.

1 eV assumed.

Analysis inaccurate because of large multiple scattering and prompt back-
ground corrections.

PaV75 - M.S. Pandey et al. Proceedings of Conference on Nuclear Cross
Sections s Technology. Washington 1975.

Ho+69 » R.W. Hockenbury et al. Physical Review 178, 1969, p.1746.

MPG64 •> R.L. Macklin et al. Physical Review 136, 1964, p.695.

Ho65 = N.C. Moxon. International Conference on Study of Nuclear Structure
with Neutrons. Antwerp 1965.

EFK70 • A. Ernst et al. CN-26/11.

:4

. •.

The average 30 keV capture cross sections for these two s-process nuclei
were found to be 225 ± 35 mb for 13uBa and 61 ± 10 mb for 136Ba.

kev neutron resonance capture in 137Ba: The neutron capture cross
section of 137Ba has been analysed -up to 60 keV and resonance parameters
obtained for resonances in the energy region 2.7 to 12 keV.

The average resonance parameters obtained from the present data are as
follows: <D> = 380 ± 70 eV, <Py> = (80 ± 15) meV, 104SQ = 0.57 ± 0.2,
lO^Si = 0.45 ± 0.2. The absolute normalisation error of the data was S15%.
The s-wave radiative width and s-wave neutron strength functions are the
lowest among the barium isotopes.

Compilation of 30 keV Maxwellian averaged capture cross sections:
Capture cross section data in the region of 30 keV have been compiled up to
January 1975 and incorporated in a computer file. Where resolved resonance
capture data are available, they are weighted by the Maxwellian thermal
distribution for kT = 30 keV. Results for even and odd Z isotopes are shown
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. These data are of value for fission product
nuclear-synthesis applications.

3.11 Neutron Capture Gamma Rays (Hla Pe, M.J. Kenny, A.R. Joye*,
K.H. Bray*,J.R. Bird, R.F. Barret*, B.J. Allen)

A joint program between Physics Division and University personnel uses
measurements of neutron capture gamma rays to study systematic trends in the
neutron capture process. This work provides new information on the importance
of various capture mechanisms and their role in the prediction of parameters
for radioactive nuclei such as fission products which cannot be studied
experimentally .

Resonance Neutron Capture Gamma Rays in Silicon

Gamma ray spectra from neutron capture by natural silicon have been
measured for resonances at 31.7, 38.8, 55.6 and 67.7 keV. Absolute partial
radiative widths have been obtained using the 35 keV s-wave resonance in
aluminium as a standard. Strong single particle effects have been observed
although valence transitions are found to be small for these resonances.

It is apparent that these neutron capture mechanisms occur in Si. Direct
capture accounts for thermal neutron spectra while the valence model explains
the radiative widths of resonances with larger neutron widths. A third
mechanism of single particle character independent of the neutron width also
occurs and is observed in p-wave resonances with small neutron widths.

Radiative Width of 35 keV Resonance in 27A1

The radiative width of the 35 keV s-wave resonance in aluminium has
been measured relative to the gold cross section using two Moxon-Rae detec-
tors. A value of Ty = (2.2 ± 0.2) eV has been obtained.

The partial radiative width of the ground state transition has been
deduced as I>0 = (1.5 ± 0.3) eV using as the branching ratio for this
transition (0.66 ± 0.06) and the evaluated total radiative width. This value
is the mean of that obtained with a Nal detector (0.60 ± 06) and a re-analysis
of recent Ge(Li) data (0.72 ± 0.07).

ANU
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Non-statistical Effects in y-ray Spectra Following 0.4-1 MeV Neutron Capture

A search for non-statistical effects in the y-decay spectra following
neutron capture has been made for incident neutron energies in the range
40 keV to 1 MeV. The experiments were performed using a 20 cm x 15 cm
Nal detector, and thirty elements in the range from calcium to uranium
were examined. Marked non-statistical effects were found in the spectra
from elements in the mass range A = 40-70 and in the region around thallium
(A = 205) . The former mass region was explored in some detail. It was
found that most results from this region could be explained in terms of
enhanced transition strengths to final states having a strong single particle
nature.

In capture y-ray spectra from the 40Ca(n,Y) reaction d-wave capture,
followed by El transitions to the ground state of 41Ca, has been observed.
Both the statistical and valence models underestimate the measured strengths.
A significant fraction of the total s-wave dipole strength is found to
remain in the threshold region, but substantial depletion to the giant
dipole resonance occurs for 65/2 capture.

Fast neutron capture Y~ray spectra in "*^Sc, ̂ Rb an<3 IS^La exhibit
anomalous intensities to low lying states with large neutron angular
momenta. As the statistical and valence models cannot adequately account
for the observed spectra, a capture mechanism based on the formation of
two-particle one-hole states is proposed.

Ge(Li) Detector

The efficiency curve of a large volume (21%) Ge(Li) detector as a
function of gamma ray energy is being obtained by measuring branching
ratios for various resonances in the reaction 27Al(p,y) 28Si and by comparing
intensities from the reaction ***N(n,Y) *^N with well known values.
Difficulty in obtaining reproducible peak areas has been experienced because
of marked changes in the height of the continuance above and below double
escape peaks.

3.12 Fission Measurements

Time of Flight Measurement of 252Cf Fission Neutron Spectrum
(D. Culley)

An experiment to measure, with high precision, the fission neutron
spectrum from the spontaneous fission of 252Cf is continuing. This spectrum
has been defined by the IAEA Standards Committee to be the standard neutron
spectrum and discrepancies in existing data require urgent resolution.

The time resolution of the plastic (NE 102 A) neutron detectors ha.s
been measured using a gamma-gamma coincidence technique with a 60Co source.
The FWHM is 507 picoseconds for both detectors, giving a FWHM of 358
picoseconds per detector.

The 'Neutron Telescope1, which will be used to determine the absolute
efficiency of the neutron detectors has been exhaustively leak tested and
modifications made to improve its continued leak tightness. Gas fillings
and operating parameters for the proportional counters of the telescope
are being extensively investigated. An IBM360/65 program is in hand to
calculate telescope efficiencies, and incorporates corrections necessitated

17 fl B.U ^' J
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by recent work on anisotropy of the n-p reaction.

The fission detection chamber has been tested with a small (1.66 x 103

fission/second) 252Cf source but problems exist with quenching of the Xenon
light signal. Consequently the chamber is being rebuilt using lead gaskets
and Teflon 'O' rings instead of rubber. Some preliminary measurements of
the timing resolution of the chamber/neutron detector combination have been
made and the FWHM appears to be about 0.6 nanoseconds.

Neutron Detection by Organic Scintillators
(E. Clayton)

detector efficiency calculations: The use of analytic formulae for detection
efficiency is now seen to be inadequate and direct numerical calculation is
required. Neutron collisions in the detector are simulated by a Monte
Carlo code which, given some incident neutron spectrum, calculates a
distribution of energy transferred to recoil protons and carbon nuclei in
the detector. In an experiment these events cause scintillation, resulting
in an output voltage from a photomultiplier. The size of the pulse is a
measure of the energy deposited in the detector. These data are revealed
as a pulse height spectrum in a multichannel pulse height analyser. In
our calculations this spectrum is simulated by a resolution function acting
on the energy distribution. This function incorporates resolution broadening
due to the experimental apparatus (photomultiplier statistics etc.). The
resolution function uses light input data to yield a pulse height spectrum.

An efficiency calculation is an 'integral' measure of the fraction of
the pulse height spectrum above a certain threshold. The actual shape of
the spectrum is largely undetermined by an efficiency measurement. As the
pulse height spectrum is calculated in our code, a detailed (channel by
channel) comparison has been made with experimental measurement of the pulse
height spectra.

Although efficiency calculations are in agreement with other theoretical
works, a discrepancy has been found in the high energy region of the spectrum,
and is thought to arise from two sources. Firstly, the difficulty in cali-
brating the detector with gamma ray Compton electrons and, secondly, a
variation in light collection efficiency over the detector. Previous workers
have assumed this position dependence is negligible in small detectors, but
measurements by the AAEC on small detectors have demonstrated otherwise.
The Prescott resolution function has been modified to take this into account
and it is hoped that a comparison with experimental measurements can be
started in the near future.

The Propagation of Neutron Waves in Polycrystalline Moderators
(K.J. Maher)

Work on the diffusion theory of neutron wave experiments in polycrystal-
line moderators was finalised (Maher, Ph.D Thesis, University of Wollongong,
1975). Attention was concentrated on a detailed prediction and analysis of
the high frequency wave experiments in BeO carried out within Physics
Division by Ritchie and Whittlestone (1973)a and to a lesser extent on
analysis of the graphite experiments of Takahashi and Zumita (1968) .

a Ritchie, A.I., and Whittlestone, S. (1973) - J. Nucl. Energy, 27: 335.
b Takahashi, A. and Sumita, K. (1968) - J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., (Tokyo) 5̂  137.|

1

law 1KB
, a (la)

FIGURE 3.8 Comparison of Experimental and Calculated
Valuei of BeO Attenuation Coefficient as a
Function of Frequency and Position.
(A) Experiment: Ritchie and Whittlestone
(B) MYOPIC calculation'1"2' '973>
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The experiments endeavour to measure a complex frequency dependent
relaxation length K(u) = a + i£ characteristic of the moderator's neutron
diffusion and scattering properties and the assembly size. The determination
of a unique system eigenvalue, K, is contingent on the establishment of an
asymptotic scalar flux decay mode.

(-K(to)z + iiot) at distances z well removed from the
incident sinusoidal beam.

The historical trend in the analysis of the experiments has been away
from direct calculation of the eigenvalue K towards a full determination of
the neutron space and energy dependent neutron spectrum. This development
was precipitated by the experimental and theoretical discovery that the
system can readily be driven above a critical frequency into a non-asymptotic
regime characterised by wave interference effects that preclude a unique K(oi)
value. These effects are evident in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 as variations in the
BeO a(z,u) and £(z,(o) surfaces calculated by the complex arithmetic,
multigroup, one-dimensional finite difference diffusion code MYOPIC.

The calculated a and C surfaces show progressive non-asymptotic
behaviour above a critical frequency to* - 300 Hz and are in closer accord
with experimental measurements than the results of earlier theoretical
workers who predicted, in some cases, ot surfaces going discontinuously
from +°° to -«. Earlier theoretical analyses have been too idealised,
assuming a spatially homogeneous semi-infinite moderating assembly. By
contrast, in this work a determined attempt has been made tc model
explicitly experimental features shaping the non-asymptotic behaviour of
wave propagation in the moderator. It involved calculating the energy
dependence of the neutron wave as it progressively passed from the fast
neutron sinusoidal source, through a pre-thermalising tank, and then through
a cadmium shutter before entering the moderator. Special low energy
neutron cross section libraries were devised to give due weight to the
build-up of very low energy neutron populations which are responsible
for the wave interference effects observed. Care was taken to process
the results of the MYOPIC calculations in a manner identical to those used
by the experimenters.

Despite these precautions, agreement with experiment in the high
frequency range (>500 Hz) remains less than satisfactory (Figure 3.8)
although there has been considerable advance on earlier theoretical
efforts.

4. FISSION REACTORS - PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY

4.1 Fracture Toughness of Steels (K.R. Brown, P.O. Smith, B. Zybenko)

The resistance of steels to failure in the presence of a crack or
other defect is termed fracture toughness. Steels of low toughness can
fail by the propagation of a crack at stresses well below the design stresses.
For a particular steel the failure stress depends on the defect size, and for
steels of particularly low toughness, the size of the defect which will
initiate catastrophic failure of a structure may be less than the detectability
limit of conventional non-destructive testing techniques. For nuclear
applications (e.g. pressure vessels, primary circuit pipework) where safety
is particularly important,tough steels must be selected to ensure that defects
of critical size are easily detected, and that cracks cannot grow slowly
to critical size in the period between inspections.

> The fracture toughness of steels is diminished by neutron irradiation
:.| and may be reduced by incorrect heat treatment, welding or fabrication.
| Reactor safety thus demands a sound knowledge of how these factors influence
3 the steels chosen.

!

To determine the fracture toughness of steels, a three-point bending
rig has been built. In this rig a notched steel sample, which contains a
sharp fatigue crack, is loaded until failure occurs; from the load record,
the fracture toughness (Klc) can be calculated.

_ J^

I To obtain data under dynamic loading, a standard Charpy impact tester
has been installed and instrumented to give load versus displacement data
during loadings as short as 0.2 milliseconds.

The preparation of specimens for both tests required the construction
i I of an instrumented fatigue cracking machine in which the maximum and minimum
:
 :| loads are known accurately for repeated loadings at a frequency of 50 Hz.

I Samples of SA533 B nuclear pressure vessel steel were received from
i J the UnittJ States and have been machined into fracture toughness test
,| specimens. These are currently being tested and, in the near future, it
i is hoped to examine their irradiation response. This steel has been- j^

"•j> tested exhaustively overseas and, in addition to giving valuable experience
•'•J in the fracture behaviour of a real nuclear vessel steel, it will allow us
;| to standardise our techniques and correlate our results with those of other
i laboratories.

I Testing of a domestic 0.15% C-1% Mn steel is well advanced; however
S the presence of large inclusions has caused so much scatter in the results
.1 that the steel may be unsuitable for the intended program. It had been

proposed to look for the effect on fracture initiation of strain ageing at
the root of a crack, but it is expected that the effect would be small in
relation to the scatter produced by inclusions. If the steel proves
unsuitable, strain ageing will be examined on SA533 B specimens from the
US steel.

The delamination of a 12% chromium 410 stainless steel plate has been
found to be significant, not only in relation to the resistance to fracture
in the thickness direction, but also to fracture in other directions. It has
been shown that delamination may occur by two mechanisms. At and below
room temperature, the fracture follows prior austenite grain boundaries and
is associated with fine carbide particles on these boundaries. It is not
known whether these particles embrittle the boundary or whether embrittlement
results from the segregation of impurities on a sub-microscopic scale.
Above room temperature, but below 120°C, the fracture is largely
transgranular in bands of fine ferrite grains that outline the prior
austenite grains. At even higher temperatures, normal high energy ductile
failure occurs. These studies are continuing.

4.2 Corrosion Problems in Reactor Materials (D.H. Bradhurst,
P.M. Heuer)

The Oxidation and Corrosion Group has examined a number of corrosion
problems of zirconium alloy used for fuel cladding and pressure tubes. New
research was started on the stress corrosion cracking of reactor steels,
and two assessments were completed on safety-related aspects of reactor
fuel cladding.
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High-Temperature Steam Oxidation of 2ircaloy-2
(D.H. Bradhurst, P.M. Heuer)

This work was completed and the results published (D.H. Bradhurst and
P.M. Heuer,Nucl. Mater., 55 (1975) 311-326.) The results show that defor-
mation of fuel cladding following a hypothetical loss-of-coolant accident
can lead to enhanced local oxidation beneath cracks in the protective !
oxide layer. Some consideration should be given to the inclusion of
increased allowances for this effect in the analysis of loss-of-coolant
accidents.

In-Reactor Corrosion of Zirconium Alloys
(D.H. Bradhurst, P.M. Heuer)

Three experimental programs, each of one month duration, were completed,
using the sweep-gas corrosion rig X-179, and a further three are planned.
The rig was designed to simulate the 'vault-gas' atmosphere surrounding
the zirconium alloy pressure tubes in the Steam Generating Heavy Water and
CANDU reactors, and enables in-reactor corrosion of pressure-tube alloys to
be studied.

Specimens of Zr-2.5 wt % Nb alloy proved to have better corrosion
resistance than Zircaloy-2 and the Russian alloy Ozhennite, under the
conditions studied, which were - moist carbon dioxide gas, in-reactor at
temperatures between 370°C and 520°C. The results also indicated that there
was an unusually low temperature dependence for the corro~'ion reaction
in reactor conditions compared with out-of-reactor data. This is in
qualitative agreement with a prediction by M. Shepherd (UKAEA) that the
in-reactor corrosion rate should be temperature independent at these relatively
low temperatures, and implies that radiation-enhanced diffusion is the rate-
controlling process in the gaseous oxidation in-reactor.

4.3 Prediction of Water Reactor Fuel Performance (J.L. Woolfrey)

Performance calculations for the High Pressure Water Rig X-170 fuel
pins FP1-5 together with a resume of the design criteria and design methods
for these pins have been documented in an internal report. The calculations
were made using a computer code PETASP. Otherwise, with X-170 not yet
operating, there has been limited demand for use of this code. In the
meantime, relevant data and model parameters are kept under review to ensure
that the best are used. The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission Code
GAPCON-THERMAL-1 has been ordered, to gain wider experience in the use
of fuel performance codes.

4.4 Correlation of Burnout Data (A.G. Chapman, G. Carrard)

Whole-channel methods of predicting burnout are based on empirical and
semi-empirical formulae which express the relationship of important
variables at the burnout heat transfer crisis in terms of average values
of the parameters that describe the system. A great variety of these methods
are used in reactor accident analysis. There is, however, considerable doubt
about their ranges of validity, and little reliable information exists
about their accuracy when applied to rod bundle fuel element channels.

The BACE computer program and collection of experimental burnout data
now provide the means for testing the accuracy of any of the presently-
used whole-channel methods of predicting burnout in uniformly and non-uniformly
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heated, water-cooled rod bundles. The collection of data has been expanded
and now contains over 7000 sets. This is 50 per cent more than is contained
by the ERREST collection compiled by the Idaho Nuclear Corporation. The
BACE collection is not only larger, it contains more information and permits
more comprehensive tests.

A preliminary examination has been made of the accuracy of ten
commonly-used whole-channel burnout formulae when they are applied in the
manner suggested by their originators to rod clusters with axially uniform
heating. This is the first step in the proposed assessment of the methods
of burnout prediction. The examination has been made in a way that shows how
the accuracy of a formula varies with the values of the four dominant
parameters - pressure, mass velocity, equivalent diameter, and exit steam
quality; it reveals, therefore, how well a formula represents the influence
of each of these parameters. Accuracy charts have been drawn to show the
error variation for each of the ten formulae. In most cases, the r.m.s. error
of a formula varies greatly, and in some cases erratically, as each parameter
traverses its range in the collected data. Most of the formulae achieve
a high accuracy in certain small areas defined by narrow limits of one or more
of the dominant parameters; none maintains this accuracy over a significant
part of the parameter field, and many exhibit a very large error in some
areas.

It is emphasised that the data contained in the BACE collection are far
more extensive both in the number of test points and in the ranges of the
variables than were the sets of data upon which the formulae were established,
some of them many years ago. To make a more just assessment of the merits
of the formulae, their empirical coefficients are to be re-optimised
using the BACE data. Various methods of non-linear least squares regression
analysis have been studied and work has commenced on a computer program to
optimise the coefficients of burnout formulae.

4.5 Hydraulic and Mechanical Aspects of Reactor Safety

Slowdown Experiment
(J. Marshall, P. Holland, C. Campbell)

Work is continuing on the study of fluid conditions in a water-cooled
reactor system following rupture of a pipe in the primary coolant circuit.
A rig has been built consisting of a 15 litre pressure vessel, pressurising
heater, outlet pipe, double bursting disc/fast-acting valve together with
instrumentation, and preliminary experiments have been performed. The rig
can be operated up to 9.7 MPa (1400 psia) but should soon be upgraded to
14 MPa (2000 psia) which is about the value normally used in Pressurised
Water Reactor systems. The experiments made so far include measurements of
pressure vessel pressure, outlet temperature and also the pressure at the
plane of choking in the outlet pipe. The results are closely matched by a
simple calculational model with only one discharge coefficient having to be
chosen. The measurement techniques are being improved and extended to
permit reporting of results on wider distribution.

The rig is also being extended by passing the blowdown fluid into a
large steel pressure vessel (about 1500 £.) to investigate conditions within
a reactor containment. It is important to be able to predict the pressure
rise in the containment vessel following a loss-of-coolant accident and
this rig extension should facilitate research into the conditions arising,
such as transient condensation heat transfer, and also into the various
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pressure suppression devices used in reactor systems.

Critical Flow of Two-phase Mixture through Short Pipes
(J. Marshall, V. Hie)

Critical flow is the maximum or choked condition which occurs when a two-
phase fluid is discharged through a high pressure gradient. It is of
particular interest when studying water-cooled reactor loss-of-coolant
accident conditions where a postulated rupture in the pipework causes
fluid to be expelled from the high pressure (7 to 14 MPa) reactor loop
to atmosphere.

Some measurements have been made on transient choked flow as part of the
blowdown experiments, such as the pressure at the choking plane. The
results will also be used in the numerical comparison of theoretical models.
The work will be used to refine the choked flow analysis used in the
theoretical models for prediction of blowdown transients.

No experimental work was done in this period on steady state choked
two-phase flow. Extensive literature surveys were made and an annotated
bibliography has been prepared, work was started and is continuing on
comparison of various theoretical models, proposed in the literature,
against published experimental data so that an independent view may be
formed on the range of applicability of each model.

Utilisation of Overseas Reactor Safety Computer Codes
(J. Rodd, J. Marshall, T. Romberg,
J. Faulkner, M. Godfrey, W. Jacobs)

The purpose of this work is to develop a thorough understanding of
reactor safety computer codes, which have been developed elsewhere, and
which are necessary for providing for the complete analysis of reactor loss-
of-coolant accidents. The work also provides technical support to the
Licensing and Regulatory Bureau. Work this year on the code RELAP-3
consisted of its application to three different problems, and a thorough
analysis of the structure and modus operandi of the code. A chart
and a users' manual are in preparation showing the highly complex
overall structure of the code; analysis and flowcharting of the principal
calling programs within the code have been completed. The users' guides
and other reports issued with an overseas code seldom provide the depth of
insight into the code's analytical basis and computational methods necessary
for critical appraisal of its performance and applicability.

Problems to which RELAP-3 was applied included analysis of a coolant
blowdown experiment, and a hypothetical situation in which coolant blowdown
occurs from a pressurised water reactor (PWR), first to one containment
and then from that to a second containment.

RELAP-4 has been received and commissioned. Its structure and existing
documentation are such that it should not require the extensive analysis
mentioned above for RELAP-3; because of its larger size, it can only
be run overnight or at weekends. It has already been used to analyse
emergency core cooling (ECC) rewetting experiments carried out in Engineering
Research Division, and it is planned to use it to predict sequence of
events in a double-ended rupture in a research type of reactor.
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The containment building atmosphere program CONTEMPT-LT022 has been
received and commissioned to the extent of running the sample problem.
Further study of input requirements will be necessary before a new problem
can be run.

Some preliminary investigations have been made into the possible utility
of the US code ECCSA-4 which calculates the sequence of events during the
emergency core cooling process. The structural code SAP4, which deals with
the static and dynamic responses of structures to imposed forces, has been
commissioned and applied to some preliminary problems. The usefulness of some
additional overseas codes, especially in the thermal/hydraulic area, is
under investigation.

Fault and Reliability Analysis
(A. Bicevskis, A.G.J. Cassar, J.I.F. Faulkner)

The objective of the program is to establish a capability for fault
and reliability analysis within the AAEC. The extensive literature on this
subject has been reviewed and computer codes (PREP and KITT) for the automatic
evaluation of "fault trees' were obtained from the US Argonne Code Centre,
and commissioned on the computer. The basic approach and analytical tech-
niques used in this complex of codes are being studied to establish validity
and scope of application. A specific need for development of other methods
may emerge from this study.

The methodology and data used in the Rasmussen Report (WASH-1400)
were reviewed at the request of the Program Manager, Power and Energy. It
should be noted here that WASH-1400 made extensive use of the computer
codes referred to above. Even at this early stage of the project, the
studies provide a useful basis for evaluating current overseas developments
in the assessment of the safety of nuclear plants and their impact on the
environment.

Stresses and Strains in Reactor Pipework
(J. Whatham, W. Jacobs, K. Innes)

Safety evaluations of nuclear power stations involve stress analysis of
the primary coolant circuit. To develop expertise in this field, analytical
and experimental programs are being carried out to investigate the various
procedures available, and in particular to investigate the case of flange-
ended pipe elbows subjected to bending, twisting and shear. The flange
has a stiffening effect on elbow flexibility and this aspect has not been
fully explored. This problem was originally identified in short-arm bends
in the HIFAR primary circuit, but it is also relevant to power reactor
pipework because, for example, the junction between a pipe and a pressure
vessel might be regarded in effect as a flanged end.

The finite element computer code SAFE-3D has been applied to the problem
and the limitations have been observed and have been reported in internal
documents.

Meanwhile one of the two cast steel flanged elbows (254 mm bore,
12.5 mm wall, 380 iron and 254 mm radius of curvature) was subjected to
various forces in a specially designed rig and its flexibility determined
in each direction. Simultaneously the strain distribution on the outside
surface mid-way between the flanged ends was measured by strain gauges,
and the results will be used to supplement theoretical findings. Extraordinary
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variations in strains recorded were attributed to dimensional inaccuracies
of the casting.

Photoelastic coatings have been investigated as a means of obtaining
the strain field on an elbow being flexed, but the procedure requires
considerable skill if there is to be any confidence in the results.

An approach was made to the Electricity Commission of NSW for
permission to measure strains in high pressure, high temperature steam lines
in a power station. Spot welded strain gauges are proposed and a thin piece
of stainless steel representing such a strain gauge has been spot welded to
a piece of steam pipe (2.25% Cr, 1% Mo, 0.1% C steel) and examined by
Materials Division to determine the size of the heat affected zone.

Brief Technical Reviews of Selected Aspects of Reactor Safety Assessment Methods

As a contribution to the Power and Energy program of 'Critical Reviews',
the Engineering Research Division has undertaken to prepare a set of brief
technical reviews in selected fields of reactor safety assessment methods.

These reviews are intended to assist in the identification and re-
confirmation of those fields in the general area of reactor thermal/
hydraulics and mechanics in which the Commission should ensure that it has
adequate expertise and appropriate investigational facilities (e.g. computers,
codes, test equipment, etc.). Such support will allow assistance to be
given in development of licensing and regulatory procedures, and in the
provision of advice on aspects of reactor safety generally (and, to a lesser
extent, on normal performance) in response to queries from the public,
electricity commissions, or industry.

The reviews are in various stages of completion: most will be in
first-draft form by the end of this period (September 1975), and all are
expected to be finalised by the end of the year.

The topics being covered are as follows:

A. Thermal-hydraulics

1. Aspects of Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA)

(a) Choked flow process
(b) Core flow distribution
(c) Core heat transfer and dryout
(d) Boiling burnout in water cooled reactors:

correlation and use of data for safety and
performance calculations

(e) Thermal/hydraulics of single channel
(f) Fuel pin thermal behaviour
(g) Emergency Core Cooling (ECC)
(h) Flow instabilities in ECC and overpower

operation
(i) Overall calculation of LOCA processes:

selection of codes and data

II Containment Response

(a) Thermal/hydraulic response of containment

Author

V. Ilic
J. Hooper
J. Green
A. Chapman

D. Beattie
J. Rodd
I. Mayer
T. Romberg

I. Mayer

J. Marshall

B. On Mechanical Aspects

I. On Primary Circuit

(a) Stress wave emission monitoring for reactor
safety

(b) Stresses in reactor primary circuits

II. On containment and reactor structures generally

(a) Seismic effects on reactor structures

Author

B. Woodward

J. Whatham

I. Mumme

4.6 AUS Modular Scheme for Reactor Physics Calculations (B. Clancy,
B. Harrington, J. Pollard, G. Robinson)

The AUS modular scheme consists of a suite of 'modules' (computer
codes) communicating with each other via disk 'data pools' (cross section,
geometry, flux libraries, etc.) and provides a general purpose neutronics
calculational tool on the IBM360 computer. A design philosophy of the scheme
has been to provide essential multiscope basic modules required as part
of neutronic studies on various reactors.

Checkout of the modules used for reactor calculations continued. In
particular, several benchmark type 1 and 2D kinetics calculations were under-
taken with the diffusion module POW.

The work of inclusion of Evaluated Nuclear Data File ENDP/B (3 and 4)
data into the AUS cross section and kinetics data pools has continued.

AUS Module EDIT

A new EDIT module which will be able to 'unscramble' a succession of
smearing and group collapsing operations to give, for example, the fissions
due to 235U in a particular part of a reactor undergoing burnup, is being
written. The user supplies very little additional data,as EDIT uses all the
data of nuclide concentrations, smearing and group collapsing factors, etc.,
accumulated during the running of the job and held in the STATUS datapool.

AUS Module MIRANDA

The availability of ENDF/B cross section data has allowed improvement
of certain aspects of the MIRANDA resonance treatment. For nuclides with
substantial resonance scattering cross sections the group transfer
scattering cross sections and group transport cross section have a resonance
self-shielding component included along similar lines to the treatment
of fuel nuclides.

A cluster geometry collision probability routine which involves
repeated cylindrical calculations by the Bonalumi method has been included
in MIRANDA. This routine has also been included in the ICPP (general
purpose collision probability) module together with a number of more
accurate and slower collision probability routines. The addition of the
cluster geometry capability to the AUS scheme has thus been almost
completed.

AUS.ENDF/B Cross Section Library

The preparation of an AUS cross section library from ENDF/B data files
has progressed to the stage where data for most important nuclides is
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available and the addition of further nuclides as required is fairly
automatic. A number of new programs have been developed to prepare data
for fuel nuclides in the resolved and unresolved resonance regions. The
methods used in the preparation of the library are summarised below.

The ORNL code SUPERTOG is used to prepare group cross sections for all
data apart from resonance cross sections and thermal scattering. SUPERTOG
'canted1 output is processed by the STOGAUS program to produce an AUS
cSss section file. Scattering matrices up to P3 order have been prepared
as standard.

Thermal scattering data for moderators (H20, D2O, CH2, C) have been
prepared from ENDF/B tabulations of S(o, 6) smoothly joined to the slowing
down data from SUPERTOG using the MERGER program. Thermal scattering data
for other nuclides has been prepared by the AUSGAS program which uses a gas
model. All thermal scattering matrices have been limited to PO and Pi data.

The basic approach to resonance data is to prepare group resonance
integrals as a function of potential scattering and temperature, and to fit
these with subgroup parameters for use by the MIRANDA module. In the
resolved resonance region, point cross sections are generated on an
extremely fine mesh interval using the POINTXS1 program to process the
single-level or multi-level Breit-Wigner parameters on the ENDF/B tiles.
These cross sections are generated in the form of PEARLS tapes and the PEARLS
program was initially used to solve the slowing down equations numerically
for homogeneous mixtures of the resonance nuclide and hydrogen to give group
resonance integrals. The use of PEARLS proved rather time consuming on a
routine basis and it has been replaced by the MINI-PEARLS program which
solves the same equations but is restricted to exactly the required problem
and is a factor of 4 faster. Tabulated scattering matrices are produced
as well as group resonance integrals. This process is applied to resonance
scatterers as well as fuel nuclides.

Some difficulties have been experienced with the fitting of group
resonance integrals with subgroup parameters and their subsequent «" in
MIRANDA. The initial work in this area was performed for 238U data prepared
by the British GENEX code which did not include interference scattering. _
The X method has required some modification when interference scattering is
included and the accuracy of MIRANDA thus obtained has yet to be established.

Two methods are available in the unresolved resonance region whose use
depends on the accuracy required and the data available. For most nuclides,
the approach used in SUPERTOG and MC2 has been adopted. That is, the _
resonance integrals are computed from a sum of J functions with a numerical
integration over the neutron and fission width distributions being performed.
This procedure has been coded in the POINTXS1 program. The major approximations
are in the narrow resonance assumption and in the treatment of the overlap
of neighbouring resonances but the method is adequate for most applications.
The alternative approach of generating a sequence of resonances by sampling
from the width and spacing distributions and hence preparing point cross
sections as in the resolved region, has been applied to Z30U only.

The prepared library AUS.ENDF/B is now the standard AUS cross section
library. It is of 128 groups which are identical to the GYMEA groups
apart from an extra group above 10 MeV (lethargy boundaries of - 0.25
(0 25) 13.75, 13.9 (0.1) 20.5 (0.5) 23.0). The contents of the library are
given in Table 4.1. All data which is not ENDF/B3 or ENDF/B4 has been
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extracted from the GYMEA cross section libraries. The library also includes
41 individual fission products and the pseudo fission product from the
AAEC fission product library.

TABLE 4.1

AUS.ENDF/B CONTENTS

Nuclide

TH232

PA233

U232

U233

U234

U235

U236

NP237

U238

PU239

PU240

PU241

PU242

CH2

H2O

D20

C

0

BED

NA

AL

CR

FE

NI

ZIRC2

LI6

HE3

T3

Data Source*

ENDFB4

PHF68

NDXD40

ENDFB4

JPGYM767

ENDFB4

JPGYM767

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB3

ENDFB3

ENDFB3

ENDFB4

ENDFB3

NDXD40

ENDFB3

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

ENDFB4

AEEW69

AEEW69

NDXD40

Subgroup
Parameters

Yes

Yes

NO

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

-

No

No

Temperature (K)

300

900; 300

-

300

900, -3 00

900, -3 00

900; 300

300

900; 300

900;300

900, -300

900; 300

900; 300

296

296

400; 296

296

1200; 900; 600; 296

1200; 900; 600; 300

300

300

300

300

300

300

-

-

-

Scattering
Order

P3

-

-

P3

-

P3

-

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

PO

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

P3

-

-
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TABLE 4.1(Cont'd.)

Nuclide

BIO

N

F

CL

CA

TI

MN

CO

cu
GA

CU63

AG107

CD

IN115

TA

W

W186

AU

SI

Data Source*

ENDFB4

AEEW69

AEEW69

AEEW69

AEEW69

AEEW69

ENDFB4

NDXD40

ENDFB4

AEEW69

NDXD40

BNL66

AEEW69

BNL66

AEEW69

AEEW69

BNL66PHF

AEEW69

AEEW60

Subgroup
Parameters

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Temperature (K)

300

-

-

-
-

-

300

-
300

-

-
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Scattering
Order

P3

—

—
-

-

-

P3

-

P3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

—

* Note

ENDF/B3

ENDF/B4

AEEW69

BNL66

Others

ENDFB version 3 data file

ENDFB version 4 data file

Winfrith data file 1969

BNL325, 1966

Various old data sources

Comparison of Diffusion, SM and Monte Carlo Codes
(B. McGregor)

Performance of the AUS diffusion theory module POW was compared with
that of a Monte Carlo code KENO for the calculation of the planned second
critical facility configuration, a small carbon-uranium 235 cylindrical
core with a graphite reflector. The calculated multiplication factors
agreed but differences of the order of 3 per cent were noted in region
averaged group fluxes. A one dimensional spherical geometry was devised
to approximate the cylindrical geometry. Differences similar to those already
observed were noted when the region averaged fluxes from a POW calculation
were compared with an SN transport (ANAUSN) calculation for the spherical
model. Calculations made with Sjq and Monte Carlo codes were in good
agreement. The observed flux differences were attributable to the POW
code and were consistent with the inherent diffusion theory approximations.

A study of the critical mass and lifetimes of uranium assemblies
provided an opportunity to compare the two 1-D SN codes ANISN and ANAUSN
and showed up some deficiencies in both. A suggestion to improve the
ANISN method of performing a-calculations, will be made to the code authors.

Flux Tilt in Symmetric Systems Asymmetrically Disturbed
(J. Pollard)

To understand the extent of some of the asymmetries arising in the
spatial flux distribution from asymmetric absorber insertion in some of
the 1 and 2D kinetics calculations undertaken as part of a checkout of
POW, the following relationship was derived:

T = -pd/{l-d{l-p>}, p > -(l-d)/(2d),

where T = flux tilt indicator,

_ v fissions in undisturbed half - v> fissions in disturbed half
v fissions in undisturbed half + v fissions in. disturbed half '

disturbed multiplication - undisturbed multiplication
P = reactivity =

and d = dominance ratio

disturbed multiplication

second highest multiplication eigenvalue
undisturbed highest multiplication eigenvalue

Without the (1-p) factor the result is that obtained by Wade and
Rydin*. Although (1-p) is usually close to 1 the neglect of the factor
for extreme situations (such as the very loosely coupled reactor reported
in the Benchmark Problem Book** with d = 0.99844) can reduce T to as much
as half of that calculated above (which agrees with that calculated directly
to within a few per cent).

4.7 Reactor Physics Experiments

The main emphasis has continued to be centred on the Critical Facility.
Measurements, mainly of neutron noise and flux distributions in a series
of four Moata-type coupled slab-core reactor assemblies, were completed.

* W a d e , D.C. and Rydin, R.A.(1972) in Hetrick, O.K. (ed.) - Dynamics of
Nuclear Systems, Arizona Press.

** Argonne National Laboratory (1972). ANL-7416, Supplement 1.
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This was followed by construction of a ̂ ^U/graphite, graphite reflected
assembly in which a wide range of flux, reaction rate and perturbation
measurements are well advanced.

A PDP11/40 computer was installed with a graphic display facility,
and will be used for data collection and on-line processing, and display for
experimental control purposes. It is interfaced through the Dataway to the
IBM3 60/65 central computer.

A reappraisal of the longer term program for the Critical Facility is
necessary because of the now serious delay and continuing uncertainty
regarding the availability of a further inventory of fissile material.
Another significant setback has been encountered as a result of the with-
drawal from the field of the manufacturer who was successful in developing
a square aluminium tube suitable for a matrix and drawer assembly. No
alternative prospective supplier has been found.

Some simple transient experiments were done on Moata to test the
behaviour predictions of the ZAPP model. Approval is awaited to complete
the series by extension to rather shorter initial periods.

Critical Facility
(D.B. McCulloch, J.W. Connolly, J.R. Harries, G. Durance, R.B. Knott)

Operation: Construction of the 'hard spectrum1 ^U/C core p^l commenced
in October, and criticality was achieved early in December. Experimental
use of this core has been limited to three days per week, leaving one day
per week for a group-training and familiarisation program, and one day
for scheduled maintenance and modification. It has also enabled analysis
to keep reasonable pace with data collection.

Operation of the Facility has continued to be satisfactory, with only
minor electronic and mechanical malfunctions. Inflatable seals were
fitted to the cell door and a pressure test of the cell conducted. After
rectification of a leak caused by an incorrectly seated coupler in the
experimental cab; <?• penetration plate, a leakage rate within specification was
obtained.

Moata Mock-up Experiments: Neutron 'noise1 data obtained from the Moata
mock-up cores have been analysed for both auto-and cross-correlations to
determine the prompt neutron decay constants and the coupling parameters
between the two cores. The assemblies studied had graphite coupling
thicknesses of 450, 600 and 800 mm. Two- and three-dimensional neutron
diffusion codes have been used in the analysis and have highlighted the
extreme sensitivity of calculated prompt decay constants to the neutron
balance between core tanks and the coupling region.

Cross correlations of the neutron noise in the two slab cores of each
assembly have enabled measurement of coupling reactivity, and the time
taken for neutrons to travel from one slab to the other. The maximum
such time delay was obtained for the 800 mm separation assembly (1.50 ±
0.07 ms) .

These assemblies have enabled a study of coupling mechanisms over a range
of slab separations without the necessity to consider the influence
of core design differences usually encountered when comparing measurements
made in different reactors.
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Experiments uith Assembly FC1: Loading of fuel to the graphite matrix of
the hard spectrum core FC1 (described in the previous progress report, AAEC/
PR41-P) commenced in December. Criticality was reached at a fuel loading
of 13.14 kg, in excellent agreement with the calculated value of 13.0 kg.

The experimental program for this assembly is primarily to explore
the problems of making reactor physics measurements in the Facility, and
includes:

(i) Neutron noise measurements,
(ii) Proton recoil neutron spectrometry,
(iii) Reaction rate distribution measurements using

fission counters and activation detectors,
(iv) Central reactivity worth measurements.

In connection with (iv), considerable effort has been devoted to
establishing the limitations to accuracy of reactivity perturbation measure-
ments arising from reproducibility of the 'tables closed' position,
control rod critical settings, and other unavoidable sources of small reacti-
vity changes. It appears that a precision of the order ± 10~^Ak/k or better
is attainable.

Next Assembly: Preliminary appraisal has beg .-̂  :i- a 235U fuelled, hydrogenous
(polyethylene or polystyrene) moderator configuration of short neutron
lifetime for construction early in 1976. A matrix-type assembly using
square-section aluminium tubes is envisaged. A primary aim will be measure-
ments of temperature coefficients pertinent to the SPERT transient analyses,
both for a water reflector, and for localised regions of the core. Neutron
noise analysis techniques will be further investigated, probably with
extension to a coupled core short lifetime configuration, and it is expected
that the assembly will also be suitable for investigation of soinfr neutron
streaming effects.

Moata Transients
(D.B. McCulloch, T. Wall, J.W. Connolly)

Extension of the SPERT transients model to the Moata configuration
showed that with static coolant, reactivity transients for initial periods
in the -10 sec - ~30 sec range would be self limiting at levels below the
normal 100 kW full operation power, and would not lead to fuel plate temperature
rises greater than about 50°C.

A number of such experimental transients were observed by withdrawal
of the calibrated Shim Rod from its critical setting with the reactor at
low power (~10W). • The results are compared with ZAPP calculations in
Figure 4.1.

Because the water level in the tanks is significantly lower under
static head than with full flow, the power calibration of the reactor
installed instrumentation is changed. Although the data displayed in
Figure 4.1 are correctly related to actual power through an additional
counting channel, 100 kW peak power could not be reached without exceeding
authorised limits on installed instrumentation. Approval is awaited to
extend the experiments to shorter initial periods, to approach a true
power peak of 100 kW.



4.8 Reactor Data

Fission Product Cross Sections
(J. Cook, H. Ferguson)

Calculations are continuing on those nuclides with unmeasured cross
sections with a view to preparing an ENDF/B data library of such nuclides
complete with errors. A cross section generating program was written
which by a rejection technique ensures that the generated cross section
has the correct thermal cross section and resonance integral. The
statistical distribution of the generated cross sections was examined and
appeared in every case to be well fitted by a truncated Gaussian distribution.
The program uses statistical region resonance parameters which have been
evaluated fully, and allows for errors on these parameters.

It is hoped that eventually we will have a library of such cross
sections in the ENDF/B error format which is then to be used to ascertain
the error in the reactivity of fast reactors which results from a lack of
knowledge of these cross sections. About 120 nuclides in all are being
treated, having been selected on the basis of the size of their yields from
fission and keV capture cross sections. Evaluations for about 40 nuclides
witn measured keV capture cross sections have already been carried out by
other workers and these will be used in our computations of reactivities.

Resonance Parameter Analysis

The statistics of fission widths for partially open fission channels
was investigated extensively and the theoretical distributions derived
were applied to 235U fission widths in which multilevel effects are
negligible. Fits were carried out for 1, 2, 3 and 4 channel distributions
to both the J=3 and J=4 state. We found that the 3-state possessed two
partly opened channels. However, the theory predicts only one open channel
for the 4-state, whereas we found an excellent fit to the case where three
channels are partly open. This suggests that models used by fission
theorists need to be re-examined to explain the appearance of two additional
channels in this state.

The statistics of both fission and neutron widths for 233U are under
study. Multilevel effects are of great importance for this nuclide. We
have fitted the fission width distributions in the 2+ and 3+ state and found
that about six open channels represents the best fit to each state. This
is far too many, so a study of multilevel effects was undertaken to see
if the apparent number of channels increased with the size of the multilevel
interference. This was found to be so and a method was devised for removing
the multilevel effects to obtain an estimate of the true number of channels
open The results so far indicate that on average two channels open for
each J state provides the best fit. The exact distribution is being fitted
to determine the fission widths in the partially open channels, where the
two J states have been lumped together.

The neutron width for 233U affords a very poor fit to the Porter-
Thomas distribution, even after missing levels have been taken into account.
Previous work on the expected distribution of Kapur-Peierls parameters
is being applied to see if the serious discrepancy can be explained.

0-4 0-8 1-2 1-6

TIME (after i tort of 15 n« FWHM iourct)(n»)

FIGURE 4.2 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF THE DECAY
RATE MEASURED BY A 235U FISSION DETECTOR IN A THORIUM ASSEMBLY WITH
A LOW ENERGY SOURCE
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Fission Yield Mass Curves
(J. Cook, E. Rose)

The assumption that the fission mass yield curve can be fitted by three
asymmetric Gaussians has been investigated for nuclides ranging from 209Bi
to 25SFm. Good fits to the distributions were obtained in all cases and
using the special cases of 233U and 235U, the energy dependence of the
Gaussian parameters was ascertained. The resultant parameters obtained from
the energy dependent fit were examined extensively to see if any systematic
behaviour with charge and mass number existed. Despite prolonged efforts,
no accurate law enabling the prediction of the parameters was found.
Attempts were made to predict the fission yield curve of 21*°Pu, which is of
major importance in fast reactors, but the data obtained so far lack the
accuracy needed for use in reactor calculations.

Statistical Theory for Nuclear Cross Sections
(W.K. Bertram)

The conventional statistical theory which is based on the single level
approximation in the R-matrix formalism, and which has been quite useful
in the analyses of the energy averaged reaction cross sections of many
nuclei, has always been found inaccurate when applied to reactions
involving the fissile heavy nuclei. An attempt was made to improve the
accuracy of the statistical theory by using the multilevel R-matrix
formalism for its derivation. However, the modified theory was found to
contain approximations which violated the important requirement that the
S-matrix be unitary. Therefore, investigations into the effects of unitary
on the calculation of averaged cross sections have been carried out.
Expressions for the cross sections have been derived using the multilevel
R-matrix theory. Subsequently the theory has been used to investigate
the reactions of the nuclei 233U and 235U. Cross sections of the (n, '.f),
(n, n') and (n, y) reactions, as well as the average kinetic energies and
the angular anisotropies of the fission fragments have been calculated and
were found to be in excellent agreement with experiment. Investigations
into the reactions of other fissile nuclei are continuing.

4.9 Pulsed Neutron and Spectrum Measurements

BF3 Counter Efficiency
(B. Harrington)

The efficiency and energy dependence of five groups of boron trifluoride
counters in the photoneutron moderator under construction at the University
of Western Australia were analysed. Absorption reaction rates in ^"B
were calculated for neutrons with initial energies ranging from 1 MeV to
10 MeV. The efficiency of the detector system was found to vary by approxi-
mately 30 per cent in that energy range.

Resolution Studies
(D.W. Lang)

Pulsed Time of Flight Spectra: The computer program used in this work has
been modified to allow exploration for structure with detail as fine as
one ninth of a timing channel. Theoretical analysis of conditions for
such structure to be significant has been made. There are two conditions
to be met. The spectrum may show sharp, narrow resonances in energy and
the beam pulse may be, in fact, a series of shorter disconnected pulses.
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Unless both conditions hold, the folding of a smooth component with a
structured component results in a smooth predicted yield and hence no
significant repercussions of the fine structure. The actual data give
little evidence for fine structure in either component beyond the success
reported earlier.

Resolution Matrices obtained by Measurement: The program has been assembled
as a complete module. The effectiveness is still unknown, and must await
a full test with experimental data.

Proton Recoil Data: Attempts to unfold neutron spectra from a set of
experimental recoil proton measurements were unsuccessful. Several program
faults were located and removed. Experience was also gained in unfolding
a neutron spectrum over an intermediate range when the high energy spectrum
is already known. The program was modified to make the matching process
automatic as far as possible. The computer-generated graphs produced by
the program gave valuable information about the success of the correction
for the high energy neutrons. The discrepancy between data and the predicted
yield shows broad structure at low energies if the high energy end is
wrong. When the high energy end is adjusted correctly, the structure
disappears.

Neutron Flux Determination by Activation Methods
(J. Cook, H. Ferguson)

A range of detector materials each sensitive to neutrons of different
energy ranges is now available. It is plausible that the simultaneous
irradiation of a set of the detectors and subsequent determination of
their activities could provide a simple inexpensive technique for estimation
of unknown neutron spectra. The possibilities of the technique have been
explored sporadically over many years both in Australia and overseas with
disappointing results.

In conjunction with an Isotope Division project involving the irradiation
of thin wire detectors in HIFAR, theoretical studies have been resumed
on this problem mainly with the aim of estimating the spectrum in terms of
a set of calculated group fluxes within known small error bounds.

Three results have emerged so far. The first is that the choice of
energy boundaries for the groups can be critical - a poor choice giving
gross errors in the flux estimates. The second result is that even with
a good choice of group boundaries the errors in the calculated broad group
fluxes were sensitive to the assumed within-group spectrum shape used to
calculate the group average cross section of the detectors. The third
result was that the activation of the detectors by the thermal component of
the HIFAR flux dominated the observed count rates so much that a low error
determination of the epithermal component was not practicable unless
cadmium shielded activations were also available.

Work on the project is continuing.

Time Dependent Spectra in Thorium Stacks
(B. McGregor)

Calculations of the time dependence of neutron spectra in the thorium
stack experiments continued, using the ORNL Monte Carlo code MORSE. The
actual geometry of the target was included in the calculation with noticeable
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effect on the calculated results. With such complex geometries which have
to be defined in detail as part of the code data there is always the
possibility of error. As part of the study the ORNL code PICTURE was made
operational. This code takes the input data to MORSE and quickly produces
section drawings of the configuration so described, as printed output.
This provides a visual check that the geometric description is correct.

The present series of calculations for the stacks is now complete.
In general these show that the differences noted previously between experiment
and simple calculations were not due to the geometrical assumptions made
in the calculations. This probably points to deficiencies in the cross
section data sets used in calculation.

MORSE was also used to calculate multiple scattering corrections for
aluminium and silicon targets used in neutron capture gamma ray studies.

Pulsed Integral Measurements in Heavy Metal Assemblies

Sensitivity Studies
(M.T. Rainbow, A.I.M. Ritchie, A. Rose, S. Whittlestone)

Calculations have been extended to cover both the range of source
energy conditions which can be attained experimentally and to include
238U assemblies as well as the thorium assemblies previously studied.
The calculations show that the time dependent decay rate, the parameter
measured experimentally, is primarily sensitive to the value of absorption
cross section in the energy range below about ~100 keV when a low energy
source is used, and to the value of inelastic cross section at energies
of about 0.5 to 5 MeV when a high energy source is used. This is relevant
to the evaluation of data for fast reactor neutronics calculations. For
example, the uncertainty which exists in the value of the inelastic
cross section for 2^y ̂ n the range 0.8 to 5 MeV and in the value of the
absorption cross section below 50 keV has considerable impact on the
economics of fast breeder reactor operation.

The results also show that this type of experiment should be a useful
addition to the integral experiments which have been used to elucidate •
some of the systematic errors that exist in microscopic cross section
data.

Pulsed Integral Measurements in Thorium

Further experiments have been carried out which confirm the narked
time variation of the decay rate measured in a thorium assembly with
a low energy source. Some of the results are shown in Figure 4.2, together
with a diffusion theory calculation using ENDF/B data. Apart from the
fact that the calculated results are too high, which may be ?. consequence
of using a diffusion theory calculation, they also show none of the structure
present in the experimental results.

Preliminary experiments using small hydrogenous liquid scintillators,
which were developed at Lucas Heights to measure time dependent neutron
spectra, have given very encouraging results. Good neutron/gamma
discrimination has been achieved. The major background count rate due
to gammas does not come from the scintillator, but from gamma r?.yc impinging
on the photocathode of the photomultiplier. This effect should be reduced
when the present Perspex light guide from scintillator to photomu?.t:.p?.:'.er
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is replaced by one made of quartz. The quartz light guide will also give
better light transmission from scintillator to photomultiplier and eliminate
perturbation of the neutron spectrum caused by the hydrogen content of
the Perspex.

4.10 Radiation Shielding

Shielding Codes
(I.J, Donnelly and B.J. McGregor)

The main transport codes presently in use for shielding calculations
at the Research Establishment are outlined briefly.

ANISN-C (1974 version) - A transport theory (Sjj method) code which gives
an accurate flux evaluation in one-dimensional geometries. The latest version
of ANISN was recently obtained from the Radiation Shielding Information
Centre. Improvements in this version include a weighted central difference
option which enables more accurate flux determination for a given spatial
mesh size; this option is of particular value for shielding calculations.

SABINE-3 (1973 version) - A removal-diffusion theory code which
calculates neutron and gamma ray fluxes in one-dimensional shield configura-
tions. In many cases it is appreciably faster than SN codes (typically by
factors up to 10) with comparable accuracy. It has the advantage of
containing its own cross section library. The latest version of SABINE
has recently been obtained from the NBA Computer Program Library. The code
can now be applied to a larger range of problems as the user can input a
neutron source spectrum rather than being restricted to a fission spectrum.
This version also includes updated cross section libraries.

In addition to these codes/ use is made of the AUS system for data
processing and flux calculation.

MORSE, a general purpose Monte Carlo code, is used for problems whose
geometry is so complicated that no suitable one-dimensional approximation
can be devised.

of the Diffusion Theor Component of Removal-Diffusion Theo

The neutron fluxes in five shields consisting of water, concrete,
graphite, iron and an iron-water lattice, have been calculated using Pj
theory, diffusion theory with the usual transport correction for anistropic
scattering (DT) and diffusion theory with a diagonal transport correction
(DDT). The calculations have been repeated using transport theory for the
flux above 0.5 MeV and the diffusion theories for lower energies.
Comparison with transport theory reveals the accuracy of the diffusion
theories for flux evaluation at all energies and for flux evaluation below
0.5 MeV given the correct flux above 0.5 MeV. From the results it is
concluded that the diffusion component of removal-diffusion theory has
adequate accuracy unless the high energy diffusion flux entering the shield
is significantly larger than the removal flux. In general, PI and DT are more
accurate than DDT and give similar fluxes, except for shields with a large
hydrogen content for which DT is better. Therefore, use of DT in preference
to PI theory or DDT is recommended.
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A Comparison of ANISN and SABINE Shielding Calculations
(I.J. Donnelly)

The transport theory code ANISN, together with the DLC-9 and DLC-23
coupled neutron-gamma ray cross section libraries, was used to evaluate
the neutron and gamma ray fluxes in four simple radiation shields. The
calculations were repeated using the removal-diffusion code SABINE, and
the three sets of results compared. This comparison allows an assessment
of the accuracy of the calculation methods and of the cross section data
used.

The shields calculated were 120 cm thick slabs consisting of either
water, concrete or iron, and a 120 cm lattice consisting of alternating
10 cm slabs of iron and water. A neutron source was assumed at the left hand
side of each shield and the resulting neutron and gamma ray fluxes in each
shield were calculated; these fluxes were then used to evaluate the neutron
and gamma ray biological doses. In the four shields studied, the
difference in neutron doses predicted using the three different calculation
methods is less than 30 per cent for attenuations less than a factor of
IQ^, and agreement is found to within a factor of 2 for attenuations up to
107. The gamma ray doses agree to within 50 per cent of the largest
value.

The reasonable agreement obtained between the three calculation methods
led to a favourable assessment of the accuracy of each method for such
shielding calculations ,

Gamma Ray Spectra from Ores
(B. McGregor)

Experiments have been performed at the CSIRO Minerals Research
Laboratories to find the variation in the gamma -ray spectra from an ore
body as it is covered by successive layers of overburden. Using water as
overburden the experiments were run for uranium and thorium ores. It is
hoped that a method may be devised which would indicate the thickness of
overburden present and thereby reveal an important ore body where the
surface reading is only just above background.

Calculations of the penetration of gamma rays through a range of
materials were carried out in 1954 by Goldstein and Wilkins. Their moments
method calculations produced the build-up factors used in many gamma ray
shielding calculations. To analyse the results obtained from the CSIRO
experiment the moments method spectra were interpolated in material and
energy and integrated to give the result for an isotropic and monodirectional
plane source. Work is continuing especially on determining the response
function of the 3" x 3" Nal crystal to allow better comparison of the
calculated and measured spectra.

4.11 Analysis of SPERT Power Transients (J.W. Connolly)

Analysis of the effect of increasing the initial temperature of the
water moderator in core B29/32 before initiating a power transient has
shown that for transients terminated by non-boiling processes, the variation
of burst parameters with initial temperature arises from the temperature
dependence of the feedback mechanism. Once boiling shutdown commences,
the initial moderator sub-cooling becomes the dominant factor in determining
the burst parameters.

The transient power behaviour of the stainless steel fuel plate, boron
poisoned reactor P18/19, was calculated and good agreement obtained with
experiment over a range of initial periods of 1 second to 5 milliseconds
and maximum fuel plate temperatures up to 500°C.

Reactor physics analysis of the D£O moderated, close packed core
318/68 proved difficult because of the complicated space and energy
dependent neutron leakage. Reasonable agreement with most experimental
parameters of this core was finally obtained, except fcr the overall tempera-
ture coefficient. Use of calculated core feedback coefficients in ZAPP
produced reasonable agreement with experimental power bursts, which was
improved by a two region modelling of the reactor core to enable the
extremely steep flux gradient at the core/reflector interface to be taken
into account. The agreement between experimental and calculated energy
releases is shown in Figure 4.3.

A model is being developed to allow inclusion of steam voiding and
evaluation of the resulting pressure/pulse occurring for faster
transients after peak power has been passed.

4.12 Fuel Coolant Interactions (A.W. Dalton)

The scope of the review of literature on fuel-coolant-interactions has
been broadened since the previous progress report. In addition to the
Culham small scale experiment/basic theory approach there described, major
attention has been given to the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) empirical
model approach, which was incorporated into a large-scale computer code
for reactor safety assessment. Contact has been established with both the
Culham and ANL groups and is expected to continue.

A critical review of the current status of understanding and analysis
of fuel-coolant interactions has been completed, and issued as an internal
report (NSTB/PE4). Further experimental and theoretical work still needs
to be done before understanding of fuel coolant interaction mechanisms and
effects is sufficient to allow conclusive judgement on the reactor
accident situation to be made.

4.13 Loss of Coolant Accident Analysis (W.J. Turner, G.D. Trimble)

A comprehensive critical review was made entitled "Hydraulics for
Slowdown Analysis of Water Cooled Reactors'. (Internal Report NSTB/PE10.)
It was concluded that the methods most widely used for the hydraulic
analysis of loss of coolant accidents in light water reactors are unsatis-
factory and that insufficient use has been made of results and methods in
closely related fields. Support for this view is found in the historical
review of LOCA analysis. Published blowdown experiments are reviewed and
a brief description of the experimental rigs is given. All published
comparisons of blowdown experiments and calculations are listed and
discussed. It suggests that the present LOCA codes are unlikely to
give adequate predictions of the coolant or fuel conditions in a large
power reactor during blowdown. However the extreme conservatism in the
US NRC licensing rules compensates for the considerable uncertainty but this
is undesirable in the long run since use of inaccurate design tools is
very likely to distort designs and design objectives in relation to safety
and economic consequences.
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A summary of the NAIAD blowdown code and a comparison of results from
it with an Italian blowdown experiment were presented at the NEA-CPL Seminar
on Computer programs for the Analysis of Certain Problems in Thermal Reactor
Safety held at Ispra, October, 1974. At this conference, which was entirely
concerned with methods for LOCA analysis, it was found that methods developed
at the AAEC (Turner 1972) are being incorporated in blowdown codes at CISE
and RISO. The conference paper aroused further interest and resulted in an
approach from AECL for comparison calculation with the AECL code FIREBIRD
of the blowdown and reflood of a CANDU test channel. The NAIAD calculation
was about 400 times faster than the preliminary FIREBIRD calculation. An
AECL section head spent two weeks at Lucas Heights in discussion of NAIAD
and the comparison calculation. The final FIREBIRD calculation is still
not available so a detailed comparison has not been made.

Attention has been given to the calculation of two-phase flow at or
near choked conditions. It has been shown that those two-phase flow slip
models which give good agreement with density measurements also give good
agreement with pressure gradients for near choked .two phase flows. These
results have not been included in LOCA calculations for two reasons.
Firstly, in order to simplify the calculation, most LOCA codes (e.g.
RELAP 4, Moore and Rettig, 1973) assume homogeneous flow which does not
give agreement with measured densities, pressure gradients at near choke flows
or choked mass velocities. Secondly, there is a large discontinuity in
the choke mass velocity calculated from a slip model at zero quality.

A method has been developed which removes this discontinuity when
the choke mass velocity is expressed as a function of stagnation enthalpy
and throat pressure. The results for Jones slip are shown in Figure 4.4.
The top two lin^s are in the superheated steam region, the nearly constant
pressure sections are at zero quality, and the remainder is the two phase
region. A comparison with the measurements of Fausko (1962)* in his TSII
test section is shown in Figure 4.5.

Development of the NAIAD blowdown code has continued, and many
improvements have been incorporated. Among these are:

(1) The intrinsic choke flow calculation described above has been
incorporated in such a way that any of the available slip models
may be used for the choke flow calculation. The last finite
difference mesh point is now at the choking throat.

(2) The time step size is changed at every time step to take full
advantage of the stability of the finite difference scheme.

(3) Blowdown of hydraulic networks containing pumps, heat exchangers
etc. can now be done. The most complex problem to date is the
blowdown of the primary loop of a CANDU Pressurised Heavy Water
Reactor (PHWR). Both primary and secondary loops were calculated
including pumps in both loops, a reactor core, a heat exchanger
and a makeup system. A 40 second blowdown of thi«? system was
computed in less than 2 minutes on the IBM360/65 conrouter.

* Fauske, H.K. (1962) - Contribution to the Theory of Two Phase, One
Component Critical Flow. ANL 6633.
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4.14 Water Chemistry Aspects of Nuclear Reactor Operation (J.V. Evans,
R.T. Lowson, F.D. Nicholson, A. Berzins, J.J. Foy, M.R. Kennedy,
J.S. Sarbutt)

Effort was concentrated largely on three related areas of concern in
the operation of nuclear and conventional power plant:

(i) the influence of water chemistry on the corrosion of steel-water
coolant circuits and the release of corrosion products;

(ii) a collaborative project with the State Electricity Commission of
Victoria (SECV) on the evaluation of condenser materials in sea
water; and

(iii) the mass transport of solid corrosion products (crud) around steel-
water cooling circuits, and their removal.

Corrosion Control in Steel-Water Systems

The use of hydrazine as an additive was investigated as part of the
program on corrosion control in steel-water systems. Hydrazine is extensively
used as an oxygen scavenger in boiler circuits. However, because the kinetics
of the hydrazine-oxygen reactions are too slow to be effective below about
100°C, this scavenging action does not explain the ability of hydrazine to
inhibit corrosion in steel coolant circuits under shutdown conditions.

A potentiostatic electrochemical investigation was made of the effects
of hydrazine on critical pitting potential of steel in chloride solution
at low temperatures. It was found that the critical pitting potential for
steel in chloride solutions was a function of the hydrazine concentration
and, if sufficient hydrazine was present, the critical pitting potential
could be raised to above the open circuit oxygen potential, so inhibiting
further pitting attack. This work showed that hydrazine functions as a
corrosion inhibitor at low temperatures through preferential adsorption at
anodic sites where pitting is normally initiated by chloride. A review on
the use of hydrazine as an additive to water coolant systems has been
prepared.

Work has continued on the development of electrochemical cells suitable
for studying corrosion in steel-water systems at elevated temperatures.
Corrosion problems have made it necessary to construct a new cell manu-
factured from titanium - 2 per cent palladium. Suitable designs for a
silver-silver chloride reference electrode and a hydrogen primary standard
electrode have been developed and the electrodes tested. When the experi-
mental problems are completely overcome, potentiostatic experiments will
be carried out on the behaviour of carbon and low alloy steels in the
temperature range 150°C to 200°C where the breakdown of the protective film
causes corrosion problems and corrosion product release in the feed systems
of power plants.

SECV Collaboration

As part of the design study for the Newport D Power Station, the SECV
has been evaluating the comparative corrosion resistance of a range of
condenser tube materials. The materials have been exposed to estuarine
waters and to mud from the river bed and the extent of corrosion noted.
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The Applied Chemistry Section is collaborating in this program by deter-
mining the electrochemical characteristics of the metals for correlation
with their field behaviour. The materials rail into two main groups:

(1) steels, nickel alloys and titanium; and

(2) copper alloys.

Initial work examined the potentiostatic characteristics of these
materials in saline water under oxidising conditions. The results corre-
lated well with the field results for all but the copper alloys.

A particular problem associated with the Newport Station is that its
intake can become fouled under certain conditions with high sulphide
estuarine muds which result in an oxygen deficit and a reducing environment.
Accordingly, potentiostatic characteristics of the alloys have also been
examined under reducing conditions in sulphide-containing saline water. In
sulphide solutions, the oxygen reduction reaction was replaced by the
hydrogen discharge reaction. Once again, the electrochemical results
correlated well with the field results for the first group of alloys which
were not greatly affected by the presence of sulphide. However, the copper
alloys were susceptible to increased pitting attack and de-alloying in the
presence of sulphide mud. This increased corrosion was borne out by the
electrochemical results which tended to magnify the effects out of propor-
tion to that observed in the model condenser.

It was concluded that the potentiostatic technique used in these
measurements affords a possible method for the screening of stainless steels
and other alloys with similar characteristics but not copper alloys. The
observed potentiostatic curves of the latter were very complex and could
not be resolved in terms of single electrode processes. A range of ct-
brasses is being prepared by Materials Division and will be used for further
experiments which should allow a better interpretation of the electrochemical
behaviour of copper condenser alloys.

Deposition of Corrosion Products

Despite every effort to keep impurities at a very low level in the
coolants of modern power plants, the deposition of crud onto the surfaces
of the coolant circuit continues to pose problems for plant operators. In
the primary circuits of nuclear reactors, crud deposition onto fuel elements
can threaten the integrity of the cladding, and its transport around the
circuit increases radiation levels around the plant. In ageing plant, the
increasing radiation fields progressively increase the radiation exposures
of maintenance personnel. Preferential deposition of corrosion products
in steam generators, allied to the increasing number of steam generator
leaks experienced in Pressurised Water Reactors, has further accelerated
the problem over recent years. To minimise personnel exposures, steam
generators are decontaminated, a process that may itself necessitate
increased maintenance in the long term.

Operation of the CWL-3 loop, in which very small deposits of corrosion
products can be continuously monitored, has continued to elucidate the
behaviour of corrosion products under simulated water reactor conditions.
Different forms or crud deposit rapidly under almost all steady operating
conditions, that is, the equilibrium distribution of the crud between

coolant and pipe wall is heavily biased in favour of deposition. Changes
in operating conditions (e.g. pH, flow, heat input or temperature) produce
rapid redistribution of crud, although the pattern of redistribution can
vary considerably. Redistribution of large quantities of crud frequently
occurs without high concentrations of crud appearing in the coolant; the
transfer is effected by large volumes of water containing only a few parts
per billion of crud. The longer crud is deposited (especially on heated
surfaces) the less likely it is to be redistributed. Work on this aspect of
crud behaviour has been suspended in favour of studies on the removal of
corrosion products.

Removal of Corrosion Products

Conventional decontamination of reactor circuits with aggressive
chemicals involves long shutdowns, is harmful to the materials of the circuit
and produces large volumes of highly radioactive wastes which are difficult
to treat. On-line cleaning methods promise alleviation of each of these
problems.

The major difficulty in removing crud by on-line water treatment
methods is that, although the crud inventory of a circuit might be many
hundreds of kilograms, only very small concentrations are normally present
in the coolant. One possible method of overcoming this is to induce a crud
burst by changing the chemical conditions and operating with a high purifi-
cation rate for the duration of the burst. However, experience with the
CWL-3 loop has shown that crud bursts involve only a small proportion of the
deposited crud and that the crud which is re-entrained is of reduced
significance, coming largely from unheated surfaces.

The injection of nickel hydroxide into the feedwater of an Italian
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) facilitated the removal of crud from the
primary circuit and was suggested as an on-line method for the continuous
or occasional removal of crud. Autoclave studies confirmed that nickel
ferrite is formed very easily by hydrothermal reaction and loop experiments
have been conducted to determine whether the reaction can be used effectively
to remove crud from the different surfaces of the CWL-3 loop.

With the loop operating in the BWR mode, successive injections of
nickel hydroxide produced significant crud bursts, with the crud coming
largely from unheated surfaces. In the absence of any purification, the
suspended crud, which was identified as nickel ferrite, quickly redeposited,
contrary to the predictions of the Italians. In further experiments with
continuous injection of nickel, small quantities of nickel ferrite were
removed from the loop by filtration and ion exchange. However, the iron
deposit (identified as nickel ferrite) on the heated surface increased
even with continuous purification of the loop water.

Thus whilst it was possible to obtain a quantitative and swift
conversion of iron crud to nickel ferrite by the addition of nickel
hydroxide to the feedwater, it seems likely that this conversion would
result in only a small proportion of the total iron-based crud being removed
from the primary circuit of a BWR. Also the presence of nickel will tend
to increase the more deleterious deposits on the fuel element.

An alternative approach to circuit cleaning is to use chelating agents
as additives in feedwater. Tests have been carried out in CWL-3 using
injections of 8-hydroxyquinoline with the loop operating under BWR conditions.
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Although this chelating agent was sufficiently stable under the conditions,
its addition had no impact on deposited crud. It seems likely that the
tendency for hydrolysis is very much greater than the chelating strength

of the 8-hydroxyquinoline.

Equipment has been assembled for investigating the crud removal
properties of powdered and bead ion exchange resins but very little experi-
mental work has been carried out so far.

4.15 Rasmussen Reactor Safety Study (A. Bicevskis, K.R. Brown,
A.G. Cassar, D.R. Davy, C.P. Gilbert,
B.R. Lawrence, K.J. Snowden, G.M. Watson)

The Reactor Safety Study under the direction of Professor Rasmussen
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was sponsored by the then
USAEC to estimate the public risks that could be involved in potential
accidents in commercial nuclear power plants of the type adopted in the
USA (Pressurised Water and Boiling Water Reactors).

The US report (which is still in draft form) is such an important
document that study groups were established within the Power and Energy
Program to examine different aspects as follows:

Study Group 1

Study Group 2

Study Group 3

- Methodology, examining the techniques used by the
Rasmussen teai.i.

Risk Assessment, to study how risks are defined,
estimated and assessed.

Date, Input, to examine the plant reliability data
used in the report.

Study Group 4 - Accident Analysis, to examine accident processes and
accident analyses. An important topic under
discussion by this group is the credibility of a
catastrophic failure of a reactor pressure vessel.

Study Group 5 Health Effects, investigating the consequences of
nuclear accidents in terms of health effects.

On completion of the first working papers, & more detailed study
of particular aspects was undertaken. This included the use of event
trees and fault trees and the associated calculations, the treatment of
statistical errors, a detailed examination of some of the computer programs
used, and a search for alternative methods which may have been more suitable

for this type of study.

5. NUCLEAR MARINE PROPULSION

5.1 Nuclear Marine Study Group (J. Barry, N.S. Stewart, A.C. Wood)

Situation Report

The Study Group issued a situation report (internal report NSTB/PE2)
in December 1974 and the recommendations, which were accepted by the Program
Manager, were to initiate and continue work ont
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A technical study of the Babcock £ Wilcox Consolidated Nuclear
Steam Generator Plant (CNSC).

An economic comparison of nuclear and conventionally fuelled
merchant ships.

Training requirements for crew members.

Technical studies have made limited progress owing to pressure of
other work. The Counsellor for Atomic Energy (Washington) obtained a
copy of the Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) prepared for the
Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) proposed by the US Maritime Administration.
This document, representing the latest complete CNSC design (although the
steam generator design has been revised) is of considerable value for
the Group's studies.

Progress on the economic comparison has also been limited. Preliminary
work indicated the need for information on the structure used by shipping
lines for costing prime and operating expenses, but commercial and other
limitations have prevented progress in this area.

Requirements for crew training are being studied in conjunction with
the Nuclear Plant Safety Unit of the Licensing and Regulatory Bureau
(although there is only a limited amount of published information).

Proposed Code of Practice

A joint OECD-NEA Group has proposed a Code of Practice to provide a
basis for the acceptance of nuclear merchant ships into ports and harbours
of the world, especially in countries with limited nuclear expertise.
Officers of the Commission and the Department of Transport have put forward
a tentative outline for the Code.

The General Scene

A year ago the future for nuclear merchant ships seemed bright because
of the increase in oil prices compared with the cost of nuclear fuel.
Since then, the increases in capital ccsts and the high interest rates on
long term capital have almost entirely wiped out the fuel cost advantage;
indeed some observers claim that the economics now favour fossil fuelled
ships and this point of view was made strongly at the Atomic Industrial
Forum in New York in May. The uncertain economic situation, coupled with
the presently depressed state of shipping, militates strongly against the
construction of ordinary nuclear merchant ships, although special purpose
ships such as ice breakers may always be viable.

5.2 Absorption of Radioiodine in Seawater (A. Ekstrom, D.A. Johnson)

An estimate of the chemical behaviour of iodine released into seawater
following blowdown in a marine reactor was obtained by reviewing the
chemical properties of iodinj in fresh water and extrapolating these results
to a saltwater environment. It was concluded that the chemical behaviour
of iodine in saltwater would not be substantially different from that
expected in fresh water. However, it was found that the chemical fate of
iodine released during biowdown would be substantially dependent on the
conditions prevailing at the time, and influenced by unpredictable para-
meters such as the concentration of organic material in the marine environ-
ment. The most plausible fates of the iodine released under a variety of
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hypothetical situations are summarised below although numerical estimates

are only reluctantly included.

Conditions of Release Probable Fate of Iodine

(1) Release into seawater at or near
ambient temperatures.

(2) As for (1) but at elevated
temperatures and in the
presence of steam.

Most of iodine hydrolised initially
to hypoiodous acid and hydrogen
iodine. Subsequently iodate ions
may be formed. Small quantities of
methyl iodide can also be generated.

Vaporisation of small quantities of
iodine may occur. Substantial
quantities (1-10%) of methyl iodide
may be formed if the organic
impurity level is high. Vaporisa-
tion of hypoiodous acid, or of some
other volatile inorganic iodide
may also be observed.

(3) Release at very high temperatures, Extensive (~80%) conversion of the
•» • - J • * ^_J ̂ .U 1 .. „«! ,,\»T ~

accompanied by metal-water
reactions.

(4) As for (3) but in the absence of
metal-water reactions and other
reducing conditions.

released iodine to highly soluble
hydrogen iodide is likely. In the
presence of organic impurities,
10-20% of the iodine may be
converted to methyl iodide.

The iodine will be released largely
in eiemental form but may undergo
hydrolysis as in (1) on cooling.
High (20-30%) conversions to methyl
iodide may be expected.

6. CONTROLLED THERMONUCLEAR FUSION

6.1 Status of Controlled Thermonuclear Research

The main aim of fusion research today remains the demonstration of
scientific feasibility, that is the attainment under controlled laboratory
conditions of a hot plasma that can be developed into a net power producing
system. The required minimum values of plasma density, temperature and
confinement time are defined by the Lawson criterion [n(density) x
T (confinement time) ~2 x 101"4 cm"3 s at 10 keV temperature]. Two approaches
to this problem are being made, magnetic confinement and inertial confinement.

Magnetic confinement research has been dominated for the past six
years by the toroidal device named after the Russian original, the tokamak.
During this period there has been a rapid increase in the knowledge of
the plasma instabilities that have compounded the difficulty of stable confine-
ment. Notwithstanding this, experimental nt products have failed 1:0 reach
the Lawson value by one to two orders of magnitude and then only at considerably
lower (less than 1 keV) temperatures. Development has been essentially by
the proposal of scaling laws which will allow the construction of physically
larger devices in which the higher nT products and temperatures are
attainable. Definitive data on scaling are expected to be obtained shortly
(1975-76) from two devices, PLT (USA) and T-10 (USSR). This will permit

the continued construction of the JET (Euratom) and TFTR (USA) devices
which are programmed for operation in 1980. Both these devices will be
capable of operation with deuterium-tritium gas mixtures, the basic fuel
envisaged for fusion power reactors. The cost of each device is in excess
of $US200 million.

The TFTR ftokamak fusion test reactor) is a two component tokamak
(TCT) device in which a neutral beam of high energy deuterons (150 keV)
is injected into a tritium plasma (temperature -5 keV). The normal device
(JET, for example) attempts to heat the gas mixture equally. The predicted
advantage of the TCT is that the value of the energy breakeven nT product
is reduced to ~1013 cm 3 s at a target plasma temperature of about -5 keV.
The TCT appears to be a most promising method of achieving scientific
feasibility in that it requires only a small extension to existing
technology. The status of neutral beams has improved greatly and the
thermalised tritium plasma required is within the limits of the present scaling
laws.

The two new devices will require the development of considerable
engineering technology, particularly in the fields of tritium storage
and handling, radiation shielding, neutral beam systems and remote
handling. Neither of these devices will use superconducting magnets as it
was considered that this would compound the engineering problems too
greatly.

Research is continuing on the alternative magnetic confinement systems:
magnetic mirror and theta pinch. Generally, success with these devices has
not been as outstanding as with tokamaks/ but significant advances have
been made. However, within the USA program, sufficient funds are not
available for the co-development of both devices and in 1977-78 a decision
is to be made on which device will be developed to scientific feasibility.

To achieve net power production with inertial confinement, two main
approaches are being pursued. A pellet containing a D-T mixture is to be
compressed to much higher than solid densities and ignited by either laser
beams or electron beams. The compression required is approximately 10,000
times normal density.

In laser irradiation experiments, compressions up to 330 times have
been achieved with peak ion temperatures of 1 keV. To increase the
compression, higher powered lasers are required and there are now facilities
with laser outputs from 1 to 10 kJ. The technique requires very high
electron heat conductivity, but aT the power input has been increased it is
found that the electron heat conductivity drops markedly. This has led to
an intensive search for pellets of complex construction which will allow
a high heat conductivity to be maintained.

Strong interest is being shown in the compression and fusion of D-T
pellets by relativistic electron beams. Such beams can bo produced in
large diameter diodes at up to 10 MV and 1 MA, with a 100 ns pulse length.
The technique is analogous to laser fusion, but electron beams can be
produced at much higher efficiencies and energies, though the power levels
are still two orders of magnitude too small. This largely results from
the difficulty in obtaining pulse lengths less than about 20 ns. The beams
can be focused by their self-magnetic field to a diameter of a few millimetres.
The energy can be efficiently coupled into the pellet by surrounding it with
a heavy metal coating to absorb the electrons. Experiments so far have
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demonstrated very symmetric irradiation of a pellet using only two
oppositely directed beams, end also efficient energy absorption. Implosion
studies are under way, but to date no results have been published.

Over the past three years there have been several design studies of
conceptual fusion reactors based on the various confinement geometries.
Implicit in these designs has been the assumption that plasma confinement
and energy gain can be achieved and consequently the studies have served
to evaluate the associated technological and environmental problems. The
major problem identified appears to be bulk radiation damage to the plasma
containment vessel, the so-called first wall. Wall life times of 2 to 3
years have been predicted and consequently maintenance costs virtually negate
the cheap fuel characteristics of fusion reactors. Materials development
and evaluation, together with a high flux 14 MeV neutron test facility
(about -10*1* neutrons cm~2 s~*) have been foreshadowed.

Commercial fusion power is not expected to be available before the year
2010 unless there are some dramatic improvements in confinement.

The present time scale of the USA progrim is

1980 Fusion test reactor (TFTR)
1985 Experimental fusion reactor No. 1 20-50 MW(e)
1990 Experimental fusion reactor No. 2 100 MW(e)
2000 Demonstration fusion plant 500 MW(e)

The Russian program appears to call for the construction of an
experimental fusion reactor, without a test reactor phase. Both programs
are based on magnetic confinement and it is not clear what the program
is for inertial confinement.

6.2 Neutron Source Project (J. Daniel, G.R. Hogg, J. Tendys)

A small plasma focus device for operation in the energy range
0.6 - 1.6 kJ (12-20 kV) was constructed and tested. The device is
designed to verify the scaling of the neutron yield with stored energy;
there is some evidence (Michel et al. 1974) that the neutron yield per
unit energy increases below an energy of 10 kJ. The construction is such
that electrode and insulator lengths can be varied and hence the gun can
be used over a wide range of pressures and energies. The outer electrode
consists of a set of six equispaced rods rather than the solid electrode
of the larger device. The inner and outer electrode diameters are
respectively 2.5 cm and 5 cm.

Present optimisation experiments indicate satisfactory operation of
the device, without interelectrode arcking or spurious breakdown under
the following conditions; hydrogen gas pressure 6 - 24 Pa (0.05 - 0.2
Torr), applied voltage 18 kV (1.2 kJ), electrode length 10 cm, insulator
length 2.7 cm. With deuterium gas fillings, neutron yields of -108 neutrons
per pulse are anticipated. Further optimisation at other operating
voltages will be carried out in conjunction with neutron yield determinations.

7. ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES

7.1 Applications of Photo-sensitive Oxide Films (D.H. Bradhurst,
G.Z. Stolarski)

A photo-electric device has been developed by the Oxidation and
Corrosion Group (Materials Division) using oxidised commercial titanium
as the photosensitive element. The unit cost for each element should
be very low, when compared with the cost of a single crystal of silicon.

It has been demonstrated that the device can be used

(1) as a light-meter or light sensitive switch, and

(2) as a hydrogen generator, in which solar radiation is used to
produce gaseous hydrogen from water by photolysis. This
second application appears to have potential as a relatively
cheap means of utilising solar energy.

The photolysis of water, using relatively rare and expensive single
crystals of titanium dioxide, was first achieved by Japanese workers
in 1972. As our experiments are thought to be the first in which thin
oxide films have been successfuMy used to achieve photolytic hydrogen
production, a patent application has been lodged.

The continuing program includes

(1) construction of a larger cell, and

(2) experiments aimed at obtaining further improvements in efficiency
by systematic study of various oxidation methods, and the electro-
chemical properties of different metal electrodes.

PATENT APPLICATION

Bradhurst, D.H., and Stolarski, G.Z.A., (1975), Photo-Electric Device.
Australian Patent Application, No. PC 0222, January 9th.

7.2 Solar Sea Power (G.A. Tingate & A. Chapman)

It has long been recognised that power can be generated by utilising
the warm surface layer and the cold lower layer in tropical waters. A
vast amount of energy is available from this source day and night and
regardless of the weather, and seasonal variations are small. Recent
studies in the USA have identified and e.ssessed the major technical problems
and indicate that the process can be made economically viable. Its future
hinges on the development of a successful demonstration plant, but no firm
plans have yet been announced.

There is a growing interest in the USA in solar sea power, and
indications are that a pilot plant could be constructed and operated by
1981. The capacity would probably be about 25 MW. The subject is covered
in more detail in an internal technical review, NSTB/PE13 in preparation.
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7.3 Saturated Steam Turbine Cycles (G.A. Tingate)

Many nuclear power reactors are designed to generate saturated steam
for direct use in a turbine. Any practical steam cycle is complicated,
but the saturated cycle has the added complication of intermediate steam
drying and reheating.

Very involved calculations are necessary to estimate the cycle
efficiencies of such plants. Many such calculations have been carried out,
and it has been observed that several of the trends are almost the same as
for the much simpler Rankine cycle. For example, an increase in the number
of feed water heaters gives much the same fractional improvement of the
efficiencies of both cycles.

Empirical equations have been developed for estimating the Rankine
cycle efficiencies. Values so calculated agree with the actual values
within ± 0.1%. They can be improved further, and the method will then
be extended to the reheat cycle. It is probable, that the original objective
of 0.1% accuracy will be achieved.

8. PUBLICATIONS

During the year, a number of papers and reports have been published
and presentations to conferences made in relation to the Power and Energy
Program. These are listed below with identifications of the originating
Division.

Materials Division

Papers

Bradhurst, D.H. and Heuer, P.M. (1975) - The Effect of Deformation on
the High Temperature Steam Oxidation of Zircaloy-2. J. Nucl.
Mater., 5_5: 311-326.

Jostsons, A., Blake, R.G. and Kelly, P.M., - The Nature of Dislocation
Loops in Neutron Irradiated Zirconium. J. Nucl. Mater, (to be
published)

Kelly, P.M., Blake, R.G. and Jostsons, A. - An Interpretation of Corduroy
Contrast in Neutron Irradiated Zirconium. J. Nucl. Mater,
(to be published)

Kelly, P.M. and Blake, R.G. (1974) -The Determination of Dislocation Loop Plane
Normals by Transmission Electron Microscopy. Phys. Stat. Solidi
(a) 2_5: 599.

King, R.T.,* and Jostsons, A. (1975) - Irradiation Damage in a 2.2%
Magnesium-Aluminium Alloy. Metall. Trans. 6A: 863.
(* Oak Ridge National Laboratory.)

Reeve, K.D. (1974) - Interfaces in Ceramic Nuclear Fuels. Chapter 19 in
'Surfaces and Interfaces of Glass and Ceramics1 (Vol. 7 of
Materials Science Research; edited by V.D. Frechette et al.,
Plenum Press, NY).

Shirvington, P.J. (1974) - A Mechanism for the In-Reactor Oxidation of
Zirconium Alloys from Oxide Electrical Characteristics. Part
II - Crystal-bar Zirconium, and Zr-1.2 wt % Cr-0.08 wt % Fe.
J. Nucl. Mater., 52 : 1-12.

Shirvington, P.J. (1974) - A Mechanism for the In-Reactor Oxidation of
Zirconium Alloys from Oxide Electrical Characteristics. Part
III - Zr-2.5 wt % Nb Alloy. J. Nucl. Mater., 52 : 13-23.

Veevers, K. (1975) - Strain Ageing in Zirconium Alloys. J. Nucl.
Mater., 55 : 109.

Reports, Internal

Woolfrey, J.L. (1975) - Fuel Densification in Water Cooled Reactors - A
Review. NSTB/PE12.

Conference Papers

Blake, R.G., Jostsons, A. & Kelly, P.M. (1974) - The clustering of
dislocation loops in neutron irradiated zirconium and titanium.
Eighth International Congress on Electron Microscopy, Canberra,
August 25-31, and in the Proceedings, p.610.

Bradhurst, D.H., & Heuer, P.M. (1974) - Corrosion and embrittlement of
zircaloy fuel cladding in BWR and PWR. Paper 33, AINSE,
Engineering Conference, Lucas Heights, August 19-21.

Bradhurst, D.H. (1975) - The fundamentals of corrosion. Lecture No.l,
Australian Institute of Metals Course on Corrosion, University
of NSW, June 25.

Kelly, P.M. (1974) - Symmetric weak beam bright field images of dis-
location loops in titanium. Eighth International Congress on
Electron Microscopy, Canberra, August 25-31, and in the
Proceedings, p.428.

Snowden, K.U. & Veevers, K. (1974) - The effects of neutron irradiation
on the mechanical properties of zirconium alloys. AINSE
Engineering Conference, Lucas Heights, August.

Wood, B.R.A. (1975) - Stress relaxation in bent beams. Paper 18.
Second Australian Conference on Science Technology, Adelaide,
August.

Engineering Research Division

Cybula, G.J., Harris, R.W. & Ledwidge, T.J. (1974) - Location of a
Boiling Noise Source by Noise Analysis Techniques, Proc. IREE
35_ (10) 310.

Reports, External

Ilic, V. (1975) - An Examination of the Influence of Spacers on Burnout
in an Annulus Cooled by Upflow of Freon-12. AAEC/E349.
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Hooper, J.D. (1975) - Fully Developed Turbulent and Laminar Single
Phase Flow in Four-Rod Subchannels. AAEC/E351.

Conference Papers

Rorrcberg, T.M. £ Rees, N.W. (1975) - Identification of a boiling channel
and comparisons with a theoretical model for coolant flow
stability analysis. International Federation of Automatic
Control, 6th Triennial World Congress, Boston, Mass. August.

Woodward, B. & McDonald, N.R. (1975) - Flow identification using acoustic
emission. Third International Conference on Structural
Mechanics in Reactor Technology, London, September.

Harris, R.W. (1975) - 'SAM1 and FOCAL.RTX for a PDPll with a disc unit.
DECUS Australia Symposium, Melbourne.

Romberg, T.M. (1974) - Methods for the analysis and prediction of
coolant flow instabilities in boiler systems. Fifth Australasian
Conference on Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics. Christchurch,
N.Z., December.

Book

Harris, R.W. and Ledwidge, T.J. (1974) - Introduction to Noise Analysis.
Pion Ltd.

Physics Division

Bertram, W.K. and Cook, J.L. (1975) - A note on unitarity in resonance
theory. Aust. J. Phys. 28; 1.

Boldeman, J.W., Allen, B.J., Musgrove, A.R. deL and Macklin, R.L.* (1975) -
Valence component in the neutron capture cross section of Zr.
Nucl. Phys. A246: 1.
(* Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Boldeman, J.W., Allen, B.J., Musgrove, A.R. deL. and Macklin, R.L.* (1975) •
The neutron capture cross sections of natural silicon. Nucl.
Phys. (In press)
(* Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Donnelly, I.J. (1975) - A comparison of ANISW and SABINE shielding
calculations. NSA Computer Program Library Newsletter No. 18.

Kenny, M.J., Martin, P.W., Carlson, L.E. and Biggerstaff, J.A. (1974) -
Gamma ray transitions following keV neutron capture in 2s-ld
shell nuclei. Aust. J. Phys. 27: 759.

Musgrove, A.R. deL (1975) - keV neutron resonance capture in
Nucl. Phys. (In press)

136Ba.

Pollard, J.P. (1974) - Floppy rulers and light pens - reactor methematical
aids. J. Proc. Royal Soc. NSW, 107; 116-121.

Walsh, R.L. (1975) - Experimental fission research at Lucas Heights.
At. Energy Aust. IB_ (2) 2.

Reports, Internal '

Dalton, A.W. (1975) - Review of fuel-coolant interactions and their
relevance to the safety of reactors. NSTB/PE4

Harries, J.R. and Wilson, D.J. (1975) - The storage and disposal of
high-level radioactive waste - a description of current and
proposed methods. NSTB/PE6.

Turner, W.J. and Trimble, G.D. (1975) - Critical review: hydraulics
for blowdown analyses of water cooled reactors. NSTB/PE10.

Reports, External

Bertram, W.K., Clancy, B.E., Cook, J.L. and Rose,.E.K. (1974) - The
statistical distribution functions for products of variables
with a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. AAEC/E313.

Clancy, B.E., Connolly, J.W. Harrington, B.V. (1975) - Analysis of
power transients observed in SPERT I power reactors. Part I.
AAEC/E345.

Donnelly, I.J. (1975) - The eigenvalues of the discrete ordinate
equations in slab .geometry. AAEC/E360.

Harries, J.R. (1974) - The transmutation of radioactive reactor waste.
AAEC/E326.

Harries, J.R. (1975) - Correlation and flux tilt measurements of coupled-
core reactor assemblies. AAEC/E357 (In press)

McGregor, B., Harrington, B. (1974) - Comparison of calculations made with
three time-dependent neutron codes TDA, MORSE and POW. AAEC/E336.

McGregor, B. (1975) - Comparison of calculations of a reflected reactor
with diffusion, SN and Monte Carlo codes. AAEC/E343.

Musgrove, A.R. deL., Allen, B.J. and Macklin, R.L. (1974) - keV neutron
resonance capture in barium-135. AAEC/E327.

Pollard, J.P. (1975) - AUS diffusion module POW checkout - 1 and 2
dimensional kinetics calculations. AAEC/E (In press).

Ritchie, A.I.M. (1975) - Neutron yields and energy spectra from the
thick target Li (p, n) source. AAEC/E359.

Robinson, G.S. (1975) - AUS - The Australian modular scheme fir reactor
neutronics computations. AAEC/E369. (In press)

Robinson, G.S. (1975) - AUS burnup module CHAR and the associated STATUS
data pool. AAEC/E (In press)

Rose, E.K. and Cook, J.L. (1974) - The statistical distribution functions
for product ratios and sums of product ratios. AAEC/E316.
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Cop.ference Papers

Allen, B.J., Boldeman, J.W., Ksnny, M.J., Musgrove, A.R. deL., Pe, Hla.,
& Macklin, R.L.* (1975) - Neutron capture mechanisms in light
and closed shell nuclei. Proc. USAEC Conf. on Neutron Cross
Sections and Technology, Washington. (*0ak Ridge National
Laboratory).

Bertram, W.K., Boldeman, J.W., Walsh, R.L., & Caruana, J.* (1975) -
Calculation of the fission cross section for 233U and the
interpretation of fragment anisotropy and fine structure in
V and E . 3rd National Soviet Conf. on Neutron Physics,
Kiev, June. (*University of Wollongong).

Boldeman, J.W., Allen, B.J., Kenny, M.J., Musgrove, A.R. deL. S Macklin,
R.L.* (1975) - Valence and doorway state effects in neutron
capture near closed shells. 3rd National Soviet Conf. on
Neutron Physics, Kiev, June. (*0ak Ridge National Laboratory).

Boldeman, J.W. & Walsh, R.L. (1975) - Fine structure in the neutron
emission from 252Cf spontaneous fission fragments. 3rd
National Soviet Conf. on Neutron Physics, Kiev, June.

Caruana, J.,* Mathur, J.N., Boldeman, J.W. & Walsh, R.L. (1974) - Angular
distribution of fragments from the fission of 233U and 235U.
Proc. National Conf. on Nuclear Physics, Trombay, India.
(*University of Wollongong).

Rainbow, M.T. & Richie, A.I.M. (1975) - Evaluation of group inelastic
cross r-.ections using a pulsed integral method. 3rd National
Soviet Conf. on Neutron Physics, Kiev, June.

Turner, W.J. & Trimble, G.D. (1974) - Critical and near critical two-
phase flow. 5th Aust. Conf. on Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics,
Christchurch, N.Z.

Turner, W.J. & Trimble, G.D. (1974) - NAIAD - a different approach to
hydraulic calculation. Seminar on Computer Programs for the
Analysis of Certain Problems in Thermal Reactor Safety, Ispra,
October.

Turner, W.J. & Trimble, G.D. (1975) - Calculation of two-phase com-
pressible flow in a network. 3rd National Computational
Physics Conf., University of Glasgow, Glasgow, August.

Walsh, R.L. & Boldeman, J.W. (1974) - Odd-even Z effects in the total
energy release in fission. Proc. National Conf. on Nuclear
Physics, Trombay, India.

Chemical Technology Division

Bull, P.S., Evans, J.V. and Foy, J.J. (1975) - Modification to the
Automatic Alkaline Carminic Acid Method for the Determination
of Boric Acid in Water, Anal. Chim. Acta, 74_: 205.

Knight, R.J. and Sylva, R.N. (1975) - Spectrophotometric Investigation of
Iron (III) Hydrolysis in Light and Heavy Water at 25°C. J. Inorq
Nucl. Chem., 37: 779.

Knight, R.J., Sylva, R.N. and Gurney, P.J. (1974) - Temperature Dependence
of the Formation of Tris [2,3-bis (2-pyridyl)pyrazine] iron (III).
Aust. J. Chem. 27: 2671.

Lowson, R.T. (1974) - Aluminium Corrosion Studies I, Potential-pH-Temperature
Programs for Aluminium. Aust. J. Chem., 27: 105.

Nicholson, F.D., Bull, P.S. and Evans, J.V. (1974) - The Condensate
Polishing Performance of Powdered Ion Exchange Resins. J. Appl.
Chem. Biotechnol. 24; 475.

Reports External

Nicholson, F.D. and Rodd, J. (1975) - Mass Transfer of Corrosion Products
in High Temperature, High Pressure Water Circuits. Part I: The
CWL-3 Mass Transfer Loop. AAEC/E370 - (Ir. press).

Nicholson, F.D. and Evans, J.V. (1975) - Mass Transfer of Corrosion Products
in High Temperature, High Pressure Water Circuits. Part II:
Preliminary Experiments. AAEC/E - (In press).

Reports Internal

Ekstrom, A. and Johnson, D.A. (1975) - Absorption of Radioiodine in Seawater
NSTB/PE5.

Evans, J.V., McDonald, N.R. and Parkinson, A. (1974) - A Review of the
Performance of Steam Generators in Pressurised Water Reactors
NSTB/PE1.
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